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Abstract

This thesis considers the problem of traÆc restoration of individual connec-

tions in the presence of failures in high-speed, virtual circuit based, packet switched

wide-area networks. A major factor on network performance after a failure is the

transient congestion resulting from both the attempt to restore disrupted connections

and the subsequent retransmission of packets lost due to the failure. The transient

congestion must be controlled or it can spread and lead to a network breakdown (zero

throughput). However, standard congestion control schemes are not e�ective in pre-

venting congestion after a failure, mainly since the overload is caused by the burst from

connections simultaneously trying to send out their backlog of packets.

In this dissertation it is �rst shown that routing can control the transient con-

gestion, and that standard routing algorithms may not be appropriate for rerouting

disrupted connections. This motivates the need for dedicated fault recovery routing

algorithms. Secondly, several novel routing algorithms are developed, each with di�er-

ent characteristics regarding how to control the congestion. Through simulations it is

shown that the new algorithms performs well in terms of both restricting and spreading

out the congestion among the various links in the network.

Furthermore, a new general Integer Programming (IP) model of the fault re-

covery routing problem is developed. This model includes a decision on whether or not

to reject a disrupted connection in case there is not enough surviving resources, and

it includes a prioritization among connections of various service categories. Solving

the IP-problem require a ubiquitously network wide and current knowledge of avail-

able resources, making it unfeasible for real distributed wide-area networks. However,

solutions of the IP-problem give an optimal route set that are useful as a benchmark

for comparison of routes selected by distributed schemes.

Next, performance studies show that current standard survivability metrics

are not suÆcient to characterize the performance of a network immediately after a fail-

ure. Several additional metrics are introduced that better capture the performance and
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that makes it possible to di�erentiate among alternative routing algorithms. Finally,

it is shown that there are advantages of using a dedicated priority scheme during fault

recovery. A novel priority scheme is proposed which utilizes the characteristics of each

traÆc type and each connection to improve network performance.
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1. Introduction

TraÆc restoration in wide-area telecommunication networks has evolved over

the past decades from techniques based on manual intervention, via automatic pro-

tection switching systems for individual network links, to networks that autonomously

recon�gure themselves to protect services from failures. The concept of a Self Healing

Network was �rst introduced in 1987 by Grover [26] as a protection mechanism for

the physical layer in backbone wide area telecommunication networks. It is a topology

independent distributed restoration scheme making use of the computational power

of each node in the mesh-like topology of backbone networks. The concept has since

evolved and forms the basis for most traÆc restoration techniques of fault tolerant

distributed wide-area communication networks [3, 8, 9]. Such networks are named

Survivable Networks to indicate the inherent ability to continue to provide services in

the event of failures in the network, leaving the users unaware of any problems within

the network.

The development of broadband integrated services transport networks (B-ISDN)

in the late 80's and through the 90's de�ned new technological challenges and opportu-

nities for traÆc restoration. The heterogeneity of services within a single network put

forward a demand on developing new methods to operate the combined traÆc during

failure conditions. In particular, a network failure typically cause a large number of

virtual circuits to be disrupted, some of which may serve applications that require

retransmission of lost packets. The packets to be retransmitted create a backlog at

the traÆc source that combined with the collective attempt to reestablish connections

may cause undesirable transients and congestion in the network. In 1994 Tipper et

al. [22] showed that retransmission of backlogs cause a transient congestion which is

the dominant factor on network performance immediately after a failure, and that if

this congestion is not controlled it can spread and lead to a network breakdown (zero

throughput). Thus, a primary goal of dynamic traÆc restoration is to minimize the

transient congestion.
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The outline of this thesis is as follows. This introduction is followed in Chapter

2 by a short description of the technology that forms the basis of existing and future

broadband telecommunication networks; the Broadband Integrated Services Digital

Network (B-ISDN). In Chapter 3 we describe the basic concepts of traÆc restoration

in such networks. Chapter 4 outlines characteristics and speci�c methods for traÆc

restoration at the logical layer of B-ISDN networks; the Asynchronous Transfer Mode

Virtual Path (ATM-VP) layer, while Chapter 5 discusses traÆc restoration of indi-

vidual connections at the traÆc layer; the ATM Virtual Circuit (ATM-VC) layer. In

Chapter 5 the emphasis is on transient e�ects after a failure with major points illus-

trated by the set of research papers included in this thesis. Chapter 6 summarizes the

work with conclusions and suggestions for future work. Appendices A { E contains the

papers themselves.
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2. Broadband Integrated Services Digital
Network

This chapter gives a short overview of the Broadband Integrated Services

Digital Network and its mechanism for transferring information; the Asynchronous

Transfer Mode.

Most telecommunication networks in operation today are either circuit switched

networks carrying principally voice traÆc (telephony), or packet switched networks

used primarily to transmit data. Telephone networks have existed for more than 100

years, and packet switched networks for over 30 years. Each has been tailored to

handle a speci�c service with di�erent characteristics. The advances in transmission

technology, switching technology, and applications for managing networks has made

it technologically feasible and economically advantageous to integrate several services

into a single network. Through the 90's ITU-T 1 issued a series of documents de�ning

a completely new network architecture with the intent of escaping as much as pos-

sible of the limiting aspects of previous architectures. The new network architecture

was named Broadband Integrated Services Digital Network (B-ISDN). It supports both

narrowband (sound and low speed data) and broadband (image and high-speed data)

services.

For B-ISDN, packet switching was selected as the only technique to switch

traÆc in a node. Among the two most common ways to implement packet switching,

datagram and virtual circuit, virtual circuit was selected. This means that any com-

munication process is always composed of three phases: virtual call setup, information

transfer, and virtual call tear-down. During the setup phase the calling party (source

node) selects a path from the calling party to the called party. The path is used during

the information transfer phase, and released at the end of the communication service.

This asynchronous transfer scheme is used in the packet networking technology called

Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) of B-ISDN. The term "asynchronous" in ATM

1The International Telecommunications Union - Telecommunication Standardization Sector (ITU-
T) of the United Nations (UN).
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Figure 2.1: B-ISDN Layered Network Model

refers to that there is no �xed synchronous time intervals reserved in the transmission

bandwidth in contrast to what is done in other systems like Time Division Multiplex-

ing (TDM) systems. Instead, ATM use statistical multiplexing, a technique typical

in packet switching in which bandwidth is not preallocated within the datastream for

individual connections, but assigned on demand.

The B-ISDN network model is organized as a stack of three major layers [21]:

(i) the physical layer, (ii) the ATM layer, and (iii) the upper layers as illustrated in

Figure 2.1. Each layer consists of nodes, links, traÆc, management functions, and

traÆc restoration mechanisms. Two standards are speci�ed for the physical layer: an

SDH-based standard to be compatible with existing Synchronous Digital Hierarchy

(SDH) based transmission systems [4], and a cell based standard for other existing and

new transmission systems [5]. The next layer is the ATM layer which provides virtual

connections between network nodes by using the transmission paths made available

by the physical layer. ATM connections are Virtual Paths (VP's) and Virtual Circuits

(VC's). Both VP's and VC's are unidirectional connections with dedicated bandwidth.

Together the VP's forms a logical sublayer onto which VC's can be mapped. Thus, the

ATM-layer is said to consist of two sublayers: the ATM VP-layer (logical layer) and the

ATM VC-layer (traÆc layer). The VP's are semi-permanent connections provisioned
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for a longer period of time (days, months or more), while the VC's can be set up or

tear down dynamically on demand. A VC can be set up along one VP or along a

concatenation of VP's. Each VP typically carries a large number of VC's. VP's and

VC's o�er several advantages in the management of connections through the network

as discussed in Chapter 4 and 5. In the Figure 2.1 the VP-layer on top of the physical

layer is exempli�ed by several VP's onto which a full mesh of VC's are mapped. On

top of the VC-mesh comes the upper layers which supports a variety of services and

applications, here a single multipoint video conference is illustrated.
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3. TraÆc Restoration

In this chapter we relate TraÆc Restoration to Network Management stan-

dards and we introduce the basic concepts of TraÆc Restoration. A general classi�ca-

tion of restoration methods is given and each class of methods is described.

Historically, Network Management has been a tool used to assist in the oper-

ation of communication networks. The emerging B-ISDN networks on the other hand,

can not be operated without a powerful Network Management system. The telecommu-

nication standardization sector of the International Telecommunications Union (ITU-

T) presents a comprehensive set of generic standards pertaining to the planning, pro-

visioning and operation of telecommunication networks. Among these standards, the

TMN standard 1 includes a Fault Management standard of which TraÆc Restoration

is a part. Generally, TMN specify the major tasks of Fault Management as being, in

prioritized order: 1) restore services, 2) �nd root causes of failures, 3) repair failed

components, and 4) report the incidences (RRRR). We will elaborate upon restoration

of services, the remaining issues of Fault Management are not discussed here.

Restoration of services, or TraÆc Restoration can further be divided into the

following �ve steps [7]: 1) Detection of a failure, 2) Noti�cation of the failure to nodes

responsible for restoration, 3) Identi�cation of failed connections, 4) Selection of new

paths for failed connections, and 5) Establishment of connections along the new paths

(DeNISE).

In general, there is a set of fundamental characteristics by which restoration

schemes for these steps can be classi�ed: (i) Geographic location of the traÆc restora-

tion mechanism: centralized or distributed. Under centralized control each step is

principally done by a management system which may itself be a set of nodes operating

in a distributed fashion, while under distributed control each step is done by the indi-

vidual nodes. (ii) The point of time when restoration actions takes place: preplanned

or dynamic restoration, and (iii) How traÆc is rerouted around the failure: patch or

path restoration. In Figure 3.1 the schemes are arranged in a hierarchy to illustrate

1Telecommunications Management Network (TMN) standard, see [10] and references therein.
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the basic relationship between them. This is a loose classi�cation, in practice several

of the schemes can be combined. This classi�cation of restoration techniques is general

Traffic Restoration

Distributed

Path Patch Path

Dynamic

Patch Path Patch PathPatch

Preplanned DynamicPreplanned

Centralized

Figure 3.1: Basic relationship between traÆc restoration schemes

for any communication network for any layer. Consequently, for the B-ISDN network

model in Figure 2.1 it applies to each layer. Thus a strategy for coordinating the

restoration e�orts at each layer is needed. In Section 3.4 we describe some approaches

to multilayer restoration.

Before discussing each class of schemes and how they relate to the restoration

process, it is useful to classify the severity of service outages and introduce major

performance parameters for traÆc restoration.

3.1 Severity of service outages

In this section we classify the severity of service outages caused by failures in

the network, and we identify corresponding goals for the restoration process.

Following the approach of the ANSI T1 standard [8] we classify the severity

of an outage from a user's perspective as being one of catastrophic, major, or minor.
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A minor outage is typically caused by a single link failure (minor failure scenario).

The goal of TraÆc Restoration is to make minor outages unnoticeable to users. When

multiple links fails or a single node fails the outage is termed a major outage. Users

can usually not be shielded from such failures, and the goal of the restoration is to

minimize the impact on users. A catastrophic outage is characterized by the failure

of several nodes disabling a large part of the network. In this case restoration should

concentrate on providing critical services such as emergency calls to users.

We focus on restoration of minor failures since these occur most frequently,

and since they put the strongest requirements on the restoration process in terms of

speed. Also, restoration techniques for other failure scenarios could to a large extent

be based on restoration techniques for minor failures. For example, traÆc through a

failed node could be restored by using single link failure restoration on all node links.

3.2 Performance Parameters

In this section we identify major performance parameters for traÆc restora-

tion, and we relate the restoration schemes given in Figure 3.1 with the performance

parameters.

Two principal performance parameters for traÆc restoration are the length of

the restoration period and the amount of spare resources required. The restoration time

period is from a failure occurred until all failed connections have attempted restora-

tion. During restoration applications are disrupted. How long an acceptable disruption

period is varies with the type of application. Some applications need restoration in less

than a second. Typical examples are real-time systems for air traÆc control, military

systems that depend upon uninteruptable service, and time critical applications used

within telemedicine. Other applications such as telephony and data transactions can

tolerate outage periods of several seconds. Another group of applications is the one

used largely for entertainment purposes which can tolerate outage times in the order

of minutes. A detailed study of the impact of various outage times on di�erent types

of services in existing networks with segregated transport of each service type has been

performed by Sosnosky [2]. The two major outage time thresholds found were 2 and 10

seconds. At 2 seconds of outage all circuit-switched connections, private lines and dial

up services are disconnected by the network nodes (the ITU standard for telephony sets

the disconnection threshold to 2 seconds). If the outage continues to 10 seconds typical
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data connections like X.25 and other connection-oriented data sessions are timed-out

and disconnected. Thus, the required restoration time varies for each type of service in

existing networks. B-ISDN restoration schemes should restore connections within the

same thresholds for similar services to provide service continuity when integrated with

existing networks.

The amount of spare resources needed for restoration depends on the restora-

tion level required and the restoration scheme used. The restoration level required for

minor failures is full restoration for all services within the time acceptable for each

service. Some restoration schemes need 100% redundancy of resources to achieve this,

while others need considerably less resources as discussed for each scheme in Section

3.3.

Generally, B-ISDN restoration schemes exploit the route diversity of the net-

work together with the diversity in outage time requirements of services to achieve the

goal of full restoration at a minimum cost. There is a tradeo� between restoration

speed and amount of spare resources required. More complex schemes need less re-

sources but use longer time to restore services, and vice versa for simple schemes. The

tradeo� is illustrated in Figure 3.2 and discussed for each class of schemes in Section

3.3. The disconnection thresholds of 2 seconds for voice connections and 10 seconds for

data connections are shown in the �gure. From the �gure we see that only distributed

schemes can restore connections within the thresholds of existing networks. Note that

the �gure does not show hot-backup schemes (also called hit-less service systems) in

which several connections transmits the same data in parallel giving zero restoration

time.

3.3 Classes of restoration schemes

This section describe the classes of restoration schemes shown in Figure 3.1

and 3.2 and how they relate to the restoration process.

Centralized Restoration

The centralized-control scheme is implemented by a centralized network management

system having an all-network view of the resources available for restoration. This

makes it suitable for doing a global optimization of the restoration process minimizing

the spare resources needed. However, for minor outages where the goal is to make the
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Centralized schemes

disconnection threshold (voice)

disconnection threshold (data)

Distributed
Preplanned schemes

Distributed  Dynamic

100 sec

2 sec
1 sec

10 sec

Restoration time

50%

Path schemes

Distributed  Dynamic
Patch schemes

100%
Spare resources

(in percentage of working resources)

Figure 3.2: Tradeo� between restoration time and spare resources for minor failure
scenarios for various classes of restoration schemes. The �gure is adapted from [14, 24].

failure imperceptible for users, the centralized scheme is too slow. This can be seen

by looking at centralized schemes that are being used for restoration at the physical

layer. These schemes achieves restoration times in the order of minutes [14, 24]. The

restoration time for centralized control of higher layers, such as the ATM layer, can

not be better than this. Nevertheless, for situations in which the distributed system

fails, or for failure scenarios not handled by distributed schemes, centralized control is

useful. Also, for restoration actions triggered by long term statistical trends violating

prede�ned thresholds, the centralized system is suitable.

Distributed Restoration

The central idea on which distributed restoration is based, is the assumption of network

nodes with considerable computing power embedded in a piece of hardware with mul-

tiple communication links. For this case the network can be viewed as a distributed,

irregularly interconnected multiprocessor on which to implement a specialized compu-

tational problem: traÆc restoration within the multiprocessor itself [14]. The restora-

tion becomes a collective e�ort among nodes in order to set up alternative paths around

the failure. Networks with these characteristics are termed self-healing networks since

they automatically recon�gure themselves to continue to provide services in the event
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of failures. The self-healing network concept was introduced by Grover in 1987 [26] as a

protection mechanism for Synchronous Digital Hierarchy (SDH) networks at the phys-

ical layer. The concept has since evolved and forms the basis of most traÆc restoration

techniques in distributed wide-area communication networks. The main advantage of

distributed restoration schemes is that they are able of reaching the 2 second restora-

tion target at the same time as having the same capacity eÆciency as centralized

systems. Distributed restoration schemes require each node to be 2-connected or more,

otherwise it puts no constraints on the network topology, nor on the amount of spare

resources reserved for restoration purposes. This makes them suitable for restoration

of wide area networks which typically spans several organizations and service providers

in several geographical regions. Some failure situations are not suitable for distributed

schemes but better handled by centralized schemes. For example detecting and reacting

to violations of prede�ned performance thresholds for a combined set of nodes. Con-

sequently, in practice both centralized and distributed techniques are used together,

complementing each other.

Preplanned versus Dynamic Restoration

From the viewpoint of the selection time of backup routes both the centralized and the

distributed scheme can be further divided into two classes: preplanned and dynamic

schemes. In dynamic restoration a capacity-search algorithm is typically used to hunt

for spare capacity, and a contention-resolution scheme is employed to assign routes to

connections in case several connections claim the same capacity. Two shortcomings

of this method are the time used to search for spare capacity, and that restoration

only can be guaranteed to the extent that spare capacity is available. In preplanned

restoration these shortcomings are eliminated by precomputing alternate routes for

all working connections before any failure occurs, and by possibly assigning capacity

to the backup routes. Dynamic restoration schemes are more capacity eÆcient for a

given protection level. They seek to deploy eÆcient strategies that optimize the use

of available resources after a failure, rather than plan redundancy into the network.

However, dynamic schemes give only a statistical guarantee for protection while pre-

planned schemes can guarantee restoration for a given failure scenario. Preplanned

restoration is suitable for network environments where the traÆc patterns does not

change frequently. Examples of this are restoration at the physical layer and the ATM

VP layer. For traÆc networks like ATM VC networks, information updating and route

precomputation becomes a burden due to frequently changing traÆc patterns and the
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existence of connections that may be operated by various service providers in several

geographic regions. In such environments, dynamic restoration are more suitable than

preplanned restoration since it can adapt dynamically to the actual network situation

at the time of failure. Generally the dynamic approach can handle a wider range of

failure scenarios than the preplanned approach because it can analyze and adjust to

the situation when a failure occurs.

Patch versus Path Restoration

Both the preplanned and the dynamic scheme needs to reroute traÆc around the fail-

ure. The two major rerouting schemes are classi�ed as patch and path rerouting. In

patch schemes the end nodes of a failed link are responsible for the rerouting. All failed

connections are rerouted on a single backup route provided. Path rerouting methods

reroute each connection from the source node to destination node of the connection.

Connections a�ected by the failure are rerouted individually. The main advantages of

patch rerouting methods are speed and ease of implementation because the search for

backup routes occurs over fewer routes, and all of the failed demand is restored as one

unit. For the path methods the advantages are capacity eÆciency and the possibility

to reroute each connection individually. Because path restoration operates end-to-end

for every disrupted connection, it can restore paths that transit a failed node or react

to arbitrary combinations of node and link failures [14].

3.4 Restoration in Multilayer Networks

It has long been recognized that the layered structure of B-ISDN networks

puts some special requirements on coordination of restoration activities among the

layers [8]. However, very little work has been done on coordination of restoration

e�orts among the layers, mainly since restoration at each individual layer still faces

many open research issues. The layer that implements traÆc restoration will have an

impact on several parameters. Restoration speed is generally faster the lower the layer,

but the lower the layer the more spare resources are required. In addition, the set of

failures that restoration can respond to is smaller for lower layers than for higher layers.

Recovery from failures typically causes delay for a�ected traÆc. No layer can reduce

a delay once it is introduced, but upper layers can always add restoration techniques
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to the ones provided at lower layers. Thus, from this point of view lower layers should

be kept simple and e�ective with little responsibility for fault recovery.
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4. ATM Virtual Path Restoration

This chapter surveys restoration techniques for ATM Virtual Path (VP) net-

works by describing the main characteristics of VP layer restoration followed by a

presentation of speci�c restoration schemes.

There are some intrinsic features of ATM networks that are well suited for

restoration purposes. The two most important ones being inherent rate adaption by

allowing VP setup and VP capacity assignment to be separated, and ATM cell-level

error detection by using dedicated Operation Administration and Maintenance (OAM)-

cells inserted into the data stream. The cell-level error detection can be used on both

the VP- and VC-sublayer, while rate adaption is applicable on the VP-layer only. Most

ATM layer restoration techniques are distributed control schemes, since centralized

schemes generally are too slow as noted in Chapter 3. Thus the ATM restoration

schemes described in the following fall within the distributed restoration category.

The rate adaption achieved by separating set up from capacity assignment makes it

possible to set up zero-bandwidth backup VP's during set up of the working VP's.

After a failure call admission and policy control are carried out at the VP source

node, leaving only capacity assignment for the remaining nodes along the backup path

which reduces the restoration time. However, if the zero-bandwidth approach is used

restoration can only be guaranteed to the extent that spare capacity is available. An

absolute guarantee requires bandwidth to be reserved on backup routes. A VP is

managed as a unit that can not be split into separate VP's, making it infeasible to

restore fractions of a VP when operating on the VP layer. Also, for this reason it is

not possible to assign priorities to individual connections at the VP level.

VP layer distributed schemes have been studied since the early 90's, and

both preplanned and dynamic schemes have been proposed together with corresponding

patch and path rerouting schemes. The ATM Automatic Protection Switching schemes

discussed in Section 4.1 are examples of preplanned path and patch methods. The

remaining methods described in sections 4.2 and 4.3 are preplanned and dynamic path

methods.
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4.1 ATM Automatic Protection Switching

Automatic Protection Switching (APS) is the simplest restoration scheme. It

has been extensively used in Plesiosynchronous Digital Hierarchy (PDH), Synchronous

Digital Hierarchy (SDH) and Synchronous Optical NETwork (SONET) systems at the

physical layer. Here we describe its use in VP APS schemes and in ATM Self Healing

Rings.

VP APS

In APS a failed connection is automatically switched to a dedicated backup connection

when a failure occurs. The APS schemes can be classi�ed into three types 1+1, 1:1

and m:n. In 1+1 APS (single-ended switching) each working connection is duplicated

with a link disjoint backup connection, and the working traÆc is duplicated and sent in

parallel on both connections. When the working connection fails, the receiver switches

to the backup connection. 1:1 APS (dual-ended switching) is as 1+1, except that the

working traÆc is not duplicated on the backup. If the working connection fails, both

the receiver and the sender switch to the backup. The advantage of this scheme is

that backup connections can be used for traÆc with lower priority than the working

traÆc it protects during normal operational periods. In case of a failure, a signal for

switchover must be sent on the backup path causing the restoration time to be longer

than for the 1+1 scheme. Generally, in m:n APS (dual-ended switching) there are n

working connections protected by m backup connections. A typical con�guration is to

let several working connections be protected by a smaller number of backups (i.e. m

< n) [25]. As for 1:1, when there are no failures the backup connections might be used

for traÆc with lower priority than the working traÆc.

The basic operation and signaling of 1:1 APS is illustrated in Figure 4.1. A

working connection is set up between node A and B along the upper path, while a

backup connection is set up along the lower path. A single link failure indicated by

an 'X' is detected by the downstream node, which noti�es end-node B. Typically the

error message must persist for a vendor speci�c time before it is detected by node

B. Upon detecting the failure, node B sends a switching request to node A. Node A

acknowledge the message and switch to the backup connection. Node B switches to

the backup connection when the acknowledgement is received.

The main advantages of APS systems are their simplicity and their speed.

In [24] 1:1 ATM VP APS systems have been tested achieving 30 msec switching time
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Figure 4.1: 1:1 ATM Automatic Protection Switching Scheme (adapted from [24])

from working to backup. Thus, it reaches speeds well below the 2-second target.

However, when compared to distributed dynamic schemes it is less capacity eÆcient.

This is because the backup connection has to be set up at the same time as the working

connection, whereas the distributed dynamic schemes search for a backup at the time of

failure. For the VP layer, zero-bandwidth backups can be used improving the capacity

eÆciency, but at the cost of using extra time for capacity allocation which makes it

loose its advantage of fast recovery when compared with distributed dynamic schemes.

Note that 1+1 and 1:1 preplanned patch protection has been standardized by

ITU-T Study Group 13 in January 1999 by Recommendation I.630: "ATM Protection

Switching". A short description of the standards are given in [24].
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APS Self Healing Rings

The Self Healing Rings (SHR) concept use protection switching techniques on a topol-

ogy organized as several interconnected logical rings. TraÆc is restored after a link

failure by switching the working VP traÆc onto a backup VP that is routed along the

arc of the circle with no failure. SHR's are widely used at the physical layer where op-

tical �ber length and link interfaces must be minimized due to the high costs [13]. On

the ATM-layer, however the cost of logical links and extra entries in routing tables are

small giving no clear bene�ts of ATM SHRs over APS systems or distributed dynamic

schemes.

4.2 Distributed Preplanned VP Restoration

During the design of the VP network topology the working traÆc VPs are

laid out, then the backup VPs are determined for a speci�c set of failure scenarios.

Capacity may also be assigned to the backup routes upon establishment. Note that

if capacity is assigned for backup VP's it might be used for traÆc with lower priority

than the working traÆc it protects during no-failure periods.

Kawamura et al. �rst proposed a preplanned Self Healing Network (SHN)

scheme in 1989 which they since have continued to develop [24]. In this scheme zero

capacity backup VP's are assigned to each working VP during VP planning. Upon

restoration the bandwidth needed are captured from shared spare resources in each

link. Figure 4.2 illustrates the basic architecture and signaling for this scheme for

two VP's between the same end-nodes (a bidirectional VP composed of two VP's).

When a link fails one of the switches (or both) next to the link detects the failure

and sends a VP-Alarm Indication Signal (VP-AIS) to the destination node of a VP

(assume this is node B in the Figure). Node B sends a restoration message with the

bandwidth required along the backup VP. Each node along the backup VP allocates

the bandwidth needed from the shared spare resources. When the source node (node

A) receives the restoration message it switches the failed VP's (both directions) to the

backup VP's, and sends a response message to B who also switches to the backups upon

receiving the message. The structure is similar to m:n APS but the spare resources

in each link can be shared among a set of VP's with various source and destination

nodes. The main advantage of the preplanned VP restoration scheme over a dynamic

scheme is the simpli�cation of the restoration process after the failure occurs. The zero-
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Figure 4.2: ATM VP Distributed Preplanned Restoration Scheme (adapted from [24])

bandwidth preplanned backup VP's makes it possible to achieve a faster restoration

than the dynamic scheme. This is mainly because the search for a backup route is

avoided, and because the restoration can be completed by passing messages along each

preassigned backup VP. In [24] prototypes of preplanned restoration VP systems have

been tested reaching restoration times in the range 150 msec - 3.7 sec/VP reaching

acceptable speeds below the 10 second target and close to the 2 second target. Further

improvements of hardware and software will improve the speed of this scheme.

The preplanned scheme protects only for a limited set of failures since in prac-

tice a preplanned scheme can not plan for all failure events. Thus dynamic schemes can

restore a wider range of failure events. Also, the dynamic schemes are in general more
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capacity eÆcient since they search dynamically for spare capacity over all available

links in the network.

4.3 Distributed Dynamic VP Restoration

Most distributed dynamic VP restoration techniques are modi�ed versions of

the techniques used by dynamic restoration of SDH networks for the physical layer.

These schemes search, decide and generate backup routes dynamically upon failure.

A message-ooding algorithm is often used for backup route searching. Upon failure,

nodes use message ooding to locate the backup routes that can bypass the failure.

When backup routes are found, a path cost algorithm is used to �nd the least cost

path. In order to reduce message broadcasting and to improve speed, some algorithms

impose restrictions on the search, for example a hop count limit can be put on paths.

Distributed dynamic VP patch schemes are less capacity eÆcient than path schemes

due to a smaller search space for alternative paths and are not discussed further here.

Path schemes proposed for the VP layer are similar to the ones proposed for the VC

layer which we describe in Section 5.1.
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5. ATM Virtual Circuit Restoration

Studies of VC layer restoration schemes began to appear in the early 90's with

both Distributed Preplanned Path schemes and Distributed Dynamic Path schemes be-

ing proposed. Patch schemes for the VC layer are not suitable since for patch rerouting

the advantage of end-to-end control is lost, and since managing a large number of in-

dividual connections in the node responsible for restoration becomes a computational

burden. The Automatic Protection Switching (APS) systems discussed in Section 4.1

for the VP-layer are Distributed Preplanned Path methods which could be applied for

the VC-layer as well. In the remainder of this chapter we �rst describe characteristics

of Distributed Dynamic Path restoration schemes for VC's, followed by an overview of

the research papers included in this thesis.

5.1 Distributed Dynamic VC Restoration

Here we describe characteristics of VC-layer restoration and we illustrate the

basic architecture and signaling involved in distributed dynamic path restoration of

VC's.

The VC-layer allows an arbitrary network topology on top of the VP-layer.

Restoration at the VC-layer is needed since VP-layer restoration might not be feasible

due to capacity limitations, or it might be desirable to prioritize among the individual

VC's. Also, failures at the VC-layer itself can only be restored at the VC-layer or

higher layers. The �ne granularity of the VC-layer makes it potentially the most

capacity eÆcient layer to do restoration on. In comparison with lower layers it o�ers

more opportunities for alternative routes.

In Figure 5.1 the �ve steps of the general restoration process (DeNISE: Detect,

Notify, Identify, Select and Establish) discussed in Chapter 3 are illustrated. The Figure

shows the basic architecture and signaling for distributed VC-restoration following the

general recommendations by ATM-Forum [30, 31]. In the recommendations source
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Figure 5.1: Concept of Distributed Dynamic VC Restoration

node routing is used for switched VC routing within a peer group. In source node

routing each network node maintains a database of the network topology together

with the current utilization of the links. Based on this routes through the network

are determined for all VC's originating at the node. The Residual Capacity column

(shown for node A and H only) in the Figure specify available capacity at each link.

We assume all links have the same capacity and that it is normalized to 1 following the

approach in the paper in Appendix A. Two VC's (VC1 and VC2) routed along path

A�B�E�H are shown in the Figure, other VC's are considered as background traÆc

for this example and are not shown explicitly. A failure of link B � E is Detected by

the downstream node E for each VC, node E sends VC Alarm-Indication-Signals (VC-

AIS) to the destination node H who Notify the source node A by sending VC Remote
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Defect Indication (VC-RDI) signals. Upon receiving the VC-RDI signals source node

A Identify disrupted VC's and Select a new path for each VC. As each connection is

identi�ed, the restoration process proceed for each individual connection by �nding

alternative paths, calculating the cost of each path according to a selected routing

algorithm, and picking the minimum cost path to be used as restoration path for the

connection. At last new connections are Established by sending setup signals to the

destination node H along the new paths. Bandwidth for the new VC's is captured

from the shared residual capacity of each link along each path. When destination node

H receives the setup messages, acknowledgements (Ack's) are sent to the source node

A who completes the restoration by switching to the new paths. In the Figure two

alternative paths exists for each disrupted VC. Which path that is selected for each VC

depend on several factors such as the routing algorithm used and the order in which

the disrupted VC's are processed. In general, there are a large number of disrupted

VC's emanating from many source nodes and for each VC there is a large number of

alternative paths. The policy used for processing VC's during the Select path and the

Establish steps of the restoration process will to a large extent determine the network

performance after a failure. We elaborate on this in the research papers described in

Section 5.2.

5.2 Overview of papers included in this thesis

The following is a short presentation of the papers included in this thesis and

where and when they are published, submitted, or to be submitted. All �ve papers

(appendices A to E) address problems within the area of Distributed Dynamic Path

restoration methods (see Figure 3.1). The �rst three papers (A to C) focus on the

fault recovery routing problem, while the last two papers (D and E) describes how a

dedicated priority scheme can be applied during fault recovery.

Paper A: Fault Recovery Routing in Wide Area Packet Networks by W. P. Wang,

D. Tipper, B. J�ger, and D. Medhi.

This paper investigates the problem of routing during traÆc restoration after

a link or node failure in the network. During traÆc restoration the network load di�ers

from steady state load conditions since there are many connections that must be re-

stored simultaneously, and since some of these need to retransmit data lost due to the
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failure. Therefore, in this situation, the standard routing algorithms based on minimiz-

ing steady state delay does not hold and dedicated fault recovery routing schemes are

called for. We propose two new fault recovery routing schemes with di�erent load bal-

ancing characteristics (Load Distribution Among Paths (LDAP) and Load Distribution

among Primary Links (LDPL)). These are contrasted with two algorithms commonly

used in existing networks (Minimum Hop (MH) and Minimum Delay (MD)). A precise

formulation of the fault recovery routing problem is stated as an Integer Program-

ming (IP) problem. The formulation includes the decision on whether or not to reject

a disrupted connection in case there is not enough surviving resources to restore all

disrupted connections. An algorithm to �nd suboptimal solutions to the IP-problem

was used to determine numerical results. A typical network was selected to test the

performance of the four routing algorithms under several load situations. We devel-

oped a simulation model suitable for studying the e�ect of rerouting on the transient

congestion occurring due to the restoration attempt after a failure.

In general, the results show that all four algorithms perform nearly identically

with respect to the standard survivability metrics amount of demand restored and

number of connections blocked. However, observations of the behaviour of each link in

the network show that the period a link is congested vary greatly among the routing

algorithms. Thus the standard survivability metrics is shown not to be e�ective in

describing the performance after a failure. We use the two additional metrics duration

of the transient congestion and spatial distribution of the transient congestion to better

capture the actual performance. By analyzing the results with respect to the four

metrics we �nd that each algorithm has its own set of characteristics regarding how it

controls the congestion under various load situations. The decision on which scheme

to use will depend on how one want to control the congestion. For example, the load

distribution routing algorithms results in a greater number of links being congested but

for a much smaller duration in comparison with the Minimum Hop (MH) algorithm.

MH results in the largest time period of congestion with the smallest area a�ected.

This paper was published in Proceedings of the 15th International TeletraÆc

Congress - ITC 15, Washington, DC, 22-27 June 1997, pp. 1077-1086, Elsevier Sci-

ence B. V. 1997. The paper was selected to be presented as a plenary session paper.

Paper B: On Virtual Circuit Fault Recovery Routing, by B. J�ger, W. P. Wang, D.

Tipper, and D. Medhi.
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In this paper we further investigate the fault recovery routing problem studied

in paper A. The paper strengthens the conclusions of paper A by providing additional

numerical results, and it extends paper A by including the Least Loaded Route (LLR)

routing algorithm among the algorithms studied. Further we use the IP-solver of

CPLEX to get exact solutions of the fault recovery routing IP-problem developed in

paper A for our test network (in paper A approximate solutions were found). The

additional experiments explore several new load situations by solving the IP-problem

and by restoring connections according to increasing or decreasing demand. Another

contribution is that we use a two state Markov Modulated Poisson Process (MMPP)

as a packet arrival model in addition to a Poisson arrival model. The results show that

the type of arrival process does not a�ect the relative performance among the routing

schemes.

The paper is to be submitted for possible publication in the IEEE/ACM Trans-

actions on Networking.

Paper C: Fault Recovery Routing: High Penalty Cases and How to Avoid Them, by B.

J�ger.

This paper extends paper A and B by showing two situations occurring during

rerouting that have a negative e�ect on the network performance, but which are not

considered by routing algorithms in general. One situation to avoid is the sharing of

links among paths used by restored connections. Another situation is the selection

of a restoration path with an unfavorable distribution of spare resources along the

path. For the �rst situation we propose a new constraint restricting the total number

of restored connections on any given link. For the second situation we add a penalty

cost to paths with an unfavorable distribution of spare resources. The IP-problem

developed in paper A and B is enhanced to include these modi�cations. A simulation

study demonstrates the two penalty routing decisions and the e�ects of the proposed

modi�cations.

The paper was presented at Fifth INFORMS Telecommunication Conference,

March 5-8, 2000, Boca Raton, Florida, and submitted for possible publication in Select

Proceedings Of The Fifth INFORMS Telecommunications Conference, Baltzer Science

Publishers.
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Paper D: On Fault Recovery Priority in ATM Networks, by B. J�ger and D. Tip-

per.

Here we consider how priorities among connections and service categories

a�ect network performance after a failure. During the restoration process priorities

can be assigned in several ways; by a strict prioritized processing order of connections

and categories, by parallel or sequential processing, by selecting a separate routing

algorithm for each category, by setting the processing order of connections according

to increasing or decreasing demand, and by using of a separate priority scheme for the

Selection of new path and Establishment of connection steps. We develop a dedicated

priority scheme for fault recovery by analyzing the e�ect of using a combination of

priority policies. Numerical examples are given that shows the bene�ts of using the

scheme.

The paper was published in Proceedings of the IEEE International Conference

on Communications, IEEE ICC'98, Atlanta, GA, June 7-11, pp. 1410-1414, vol. 3.

Earlier versions was published in Proceedings of the 12th Annual IEEE Workshop on

Computer Communications, Phoenix, USA, September 1997, and Proceedings of Nor-

wegian Informatics Conference, NIK'97, Voss, Norway, November 1997.

Paper E: Prioritized TraÆc Restoration in ATM Networks, by B. J�ger and D. Tip-

per.

This paper con�rms the conclusions of paper D by giving additional numer-

ical results, and it extend paper D by including a formulation of the prioritized fault

recovery routing problem as an Integer Programming (IP) problem.

Additional numerical results are found by two methods. One method selects

new paths by solving the IP-problem for all disrupted connections in one category at

a time. These connections are established and the link cost databases are updated

before the next category is processed. This gives a sequential processing order of the

categories. Within each category the VC's are processed in parallel for the Selection

of path step and sequentially for the Establishment step of the restoration process.

The other method process all disrupted VC's in all categories in parallel for

the Selection of path step. This is done by solving the IP-problem for all VC's in all

categories simultaneously. Here priorities are imposed among the categories by assign-

ing a dedicated routing algorithm to each category. Upon completing the Selection of

path step, all VC's are processed sequentially during the Establishment step. The se-
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quential processing order is according to category and increasing or decreasing demand

of connections as stated in the proposed priority scheme. The results show the bene�t

of using the priority scheme and points out the tradeo�s among the methods.

The paper is to be submitted for possible publication in the International Jour-

nal of Communication Systems, John Wiley & Sons, Inc.
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6. Conclusions and future work

Chapters 1-5 describe the major mechanisms in TraÆc Restoration for Sur-

vivable Wide Area Communication Networks, while the �ve appended papers in ap-

pendices A-E show how TraÆc Restoration techniques can be used to enhance network

performance after a failure in the network. The research papers address problems

within the general area of distributed dynamic path restoration methods.

The fault recovery routing papers in Appendix A and Appendix B clearly show

the bene�t of using dedicated routing algorithms to handle the situation occurring

immediately after a failure. They also show that the standard survivability metrics

amount of demand restored and number of connections blocked are not suÆcient to

describe the network performance after a failure. The alternative routing algorithms

proposed improves the network's ability to control the transient congestion, and the

additional metrics used to characterize the transient congestion are more accurate in

capturing the actual network behavior after a failure in comparison with standard

survivability metrics.

The routing paper in Appendix C shows two general routing decisions that

have a negative e�ect on the network performance, and it proposes new general modi-

�cations to fault recovery routing algorithms to avoid such routing decisions.

A general Integer Programming (IP) model for fault recovery routing is de-

veloped in the paper in Appendix A and further extended in the papers in Appendix C

and Appendix E. The model allows us to compare several routing schemes in a uni�ed

framework.

The two papers on Priority in Appendix D and Appendix E shows that using a

dedicated priority scheme during restoration of disrupted connections is advantageous

since it considers the special needs of various applications when available network

resources are allocated. The general IP model for fault recovery routing is enhanced

to consider priorities among multiple service categories.

An opportunity for extensions of this work is in the area of multi-layer restora-

tion techniques. A critical and open question is how the self-healing or rerouting ca-
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pability of each layer work together to restore services to users and their combined

e�ect on the transient network behavior. The ideas of eÆcient fault recovery in a

high-speed integrated services network can be adapted to other emerging technologies.

One technology, which is currently being explored by the author, is the emerging QoS

enabled Internet. The demand for bandwidth and support of delay sensitive high-

speed applications makes traÆc engineering in the Internet required. The feedback

based congestion control schemes used in the contemporary Internet are not eÆcient

for high-speed real time connections since a large number of packets may be enroute

between any two source-destination points before feedback can be sent back to the

source. Consequently, preventing and responding to congestion in case of failures in

high speed IP-networks require attention.

Another technology emerging is optical communication and computing which

provide transmission multiplexing and channel functions by means of all-optical Add-

Drop-Multiplexers and Cross-Connects. This opens for networks with new combina-

tions of network layers and responsibilities among the layers. The extreme speed of such

networks together with the exibility possible in handling protection and restoration

functions puts forward a demand for new
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A.1 Abstract

We consider the problem of routing for traÆc restoration after a failure in

virtual circuit based packet switched wide area networks utilizing source node routing.

A major factor on network performance after a failure in such networks is the transient

congestion period that results from restored virtual circuits attempting to send out the

backlog of packets accumulated for retransmission since the failure. Here we study how

various routing schemes control the congestion after a failure and give an optimiza-

tion based formulation of the fault recovery routing problem. The implementation of

traÆc restoration routing algorithms is discussed and the results of a simulation study

comparing the performance of di�erent routing algorithms is presented.
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A.2 Introduction

The need for reliable communication service has led to a growing interest

in the design of survivable networks as well as studies of fault recovery techniques

to be employed in the event of a network outage (e.g., cable cut, switch failure, line

card failure, etc.). Several survivability techniques have been proposed [32, 13] to

minimize the e�ect of failures, common ones being multiple homing nodes and users,

trunk diversity, digital cross connect systems and self healing ring architectures. The

topic of fault recovery in virtual circuit (VC) based packet networks such as ATM

networks has received special attention recently [32, 13, 33, 34]. This work focuses

primarily on facility (transmission) level restoration or logical layer layer (virtual path

(VP) layer in ATM) restoration and mainly for a single link failure. At the facility

layer most of the work has been on provisioning spare network capacity in the form

of SONET rings and digital cross-connect systems to provide recovery from single link

failures in backbone networks. Note that this spare capacity is unused during normal

network operation. In the area of VP restoration several algorithms for fault recovery

have been proposed. These algorithms di�er by how the locus of rerouting and the

rerouting procedure are speci�ed. The locus of rerouting determines which network

node in the VP is responsible for rerouting. For example the node adjacent to a failed

link can be responsible for rerouting, or the source node of the VP can decide the

new route. Several VP route selection procedures have been proposed ranging from

preselected backup routes to dynamic route selection.

In many networks it is not cost e�ective to provide for facility level restoration

and facility level restoration is not applicable in all failure scenarios. Also, logical

level (e.g., VP level) restoration may not be able to restore all VCs in certain failure

scenarios since it is rerouting a bundle of VCs simultaneously, the spare bandwidth

needed can be higher than available. Hence a multi-layer fault recovery procedure

is needed wherein a procedure for VC restoration is possible, when the logical level

or facility level restoration is not available or can not address a particular failure.

Fault recovery at the VC level has the advantage of making maximum use of network

resources since the demand is being restored in small units of bandwidth and it is easy

to provide restoration priority for individual VCs.

In this paper, we present an optimization based formulation of the VC fault

recovery routing problem by considering residual capacity in the network as well as the

decision on whether or not to reconnect a disrupted VC. Note that after a failure many
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VCs will simultaneously need restoration, thus we formulate the restoration problem

as a bandwidth packing problem. Our formulation allows us to consider several source

node routing schemes in a uni�ed framework. We compare the performance of four

di�erent rerouting algorithms in terms of standard survivability metrics. Additionally

we study via simulation of the routing schemes the e�ect of routing on the transient

network congestion that often accompanies fault recovery. Our earlier studies [22]

indicate that for packet switched networks a dominant factor on network performance

after a failure is in fact this transient or nonstationary congestion period triggered

by the backlog of packets needing retransmission after a failure. Through extensive

simulation under di�erent network load conditions, we present some interesting results

on the inter-relation between network congestion and the acceptance (or denial) of

reconnection of failed VCs .

A.3 The Rerouting Problem

Consider an arbitrary network consisting of n nodes represented by the or-

dered set N . Let L denote the ordered set of network links and C` the capacity of link

` 2 L. Let ~s(`) and ~e(`) denote the start and end nodes of directed link `. Also we

let A denote the set of source-destination pairs (A � N � N). For each (i; j) 2 A,

let Pi;j denote the number of loop free paths from i to j that are considered. Note

that Pi;j maybe less then the number of possible paths found in the topology. A com-

mon approach to limiting the paths considered is to use all possible paths subject to a

maximum hop count.

As VCs arrive to the networks they are assigned a unique identi�er v. Let

dv denote the equivalent bandwidth of virtual circuit v with source node sn(v) and

destination node dn(v). Let K denote the set of VCs disrupted by the failure of a

speci�c device or group of devices. The residual capacity of each link ` 2 L is denoted

by R`. In general a certain portion of the bandwidth l of each link ` maybe reserved

for control traÆc and to absorb uctuations in traÆc. Thus the usable free capacity

for rerouting connections on link ` is given by R` � `. The number of possible paths

for restoring disrupted virtual circuit k 2 K is denoted by Pk where Pk 2 Psn(k);dn(k).

We de�ne the path indicator decision variable to be ykj; it is set to 1 if the jth path

is choosen for restoring virtual circuit k (ykj = 0 otherwise). The cost of rerouting a

disrupted virtual circuit k on it's jth path is de�ned by the path cost Wkj. Similarly
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we de�ne link indicator functions Æ`kj = 1 if the jth path for virtual circuit k uses link

` (Æ`kj = 0 otherwise) and the cost of using link ` is given by M`.

Since there may not be suÆcient residual capacity in the network to restore

all VCs a�ected by a failure, we de�ne a set of variables corresponding to rejecting each

disrupted VC. The decision variable for rejection of the kth disrupted VC is given by

xk and is set to one if the VC is not restored, otherwise it is zero. The cost of failing to

restore (i.e., rejecting) the VC is given by Ok. Given the notation above, the rerouting

of VCs k 2 K can be determined by solving the following optimization problem for ykj

and xk.

min
ykj ;xk

KX

k=1

PkX

j=1

Wkjykj +
KX

k=1

Okxk (1)

s:t:
PkX

j=1

ykj + xk = 1; k = 1; 2; :::K (2)

KX

k=1

PkX

j=1

dkÆ
`
kjykj � R` � `; ` = 1; 2; :::L (3)

ykj = 0 or 1; xk = 0 or 1: (4)

In (1), the �rst term is the cost of choosing the jth path for virtual circuit k. The

right most term in (1) is the cost of rejecting virtual circuit k. The set of constraints

(2) speci�es that either a path or connection rejection must be choosen for each VC.

The set of constraints (3) requires that the load o�ered to each link must be feasible in

terms of residual capacity and subject to any imposition ` to maintain link stability.

The last set of constraints (4) ensures that only one route is choosen for a VC. Our

formulation allows us to consider several rerouting schemes in a uni�ed framework by

specifying appropriate path, link and rejection cost. Normally the path cost is the sum

of link cost along the path, resulting in Wkj =
PL

`=1 Æ
`
kjM`. The link indicator values

Æ`kj are determined directly from the topology for the considered set of paths Pk.

Routing algorithms are normally based on minimizing the steady state net-

work delay. Minimum Delay (MD) routing schemes have been proposed for VC based

networks using a link cost proportional to the derivative of the link queueing delay

based on an M/M/1 model as discussed in [35]. However, rerouting connections based

on minimizing the steady state network delay may not be appropriate after a failure,
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in view of the transient congestion. Hence, we propose alternative schemes. One ap-

proach is to use Minimum Hop (MH) routing to restore VCs in order to minimize

the number of nodes directly e�ected. and restrict the physical area of the congestion

occurring due to rerouting. Another approach is to distribute the potential congestion

caused by the rerouting among the various links in the network in order to not degrade

the performance seriously at any particular link. One approach to load distribution

is to spread the load across all the possible routes between source destination pairs

by selecting the route with the maximum residual capacity. We call this approach

Load Distribution Among Paths (LDAP). An alternate approach is to focus on the VC

source nodes and attempt to balance the load on the outgoing links. In the framework

proposed in [22] for studying link failures, the source nodes of disrupted VCs are called

`primary nodes'. This technique is termed Load Distribution among Primary Links

(LDPL). Link costs M` for these four routing algorithms are given below. Note that

in LDPL weight is given to both the status of the primary link as well as the number

of hops to the destination.

Scheme MD MH LDAP LDPL

M`
C`

(R`)2
; 8` 1 ; 8` �R` ; 8`

C`

R`
; ` : sn(k) = ~s(`)

1 ; 8` : sn(k) 6= ~s(`)

The rejection cost Ok can be speci�ed in several ways. When Ok is large for

all VCs k 2 K then a VC will be rejected only when there is no way to reroute the

VC and satisfy the constraints (mainly (3)). On other hand, if the rejection cost is too

small, then all VCs will be rejected. Here we present results for the case where all VCs

have the same large rejection cost (e.g., Ok = 1000 8 k). An analysis of the impact of

varying the rejection cost on VC call blocking and the routes selected is given in [36].

The fault recovery routing optimization problem de�ned by (1)-(4) is a special

case integer programming problem termed a General Assignment Knapsack problem

and several algorithms exist for approximately solving this class of problems [38]. We

adopted the branch and bound solution approach discussed in [38] which has an overall

time complexity of O(PKlogK + P 2). Here, K denotes the number of VCs a�ected

by the failure and P denotes the average number of paths for rerouting the a�ected

VCs (i.e., P = 1
K

PK
k=1 Pk). The solution algorithm was implemented in MATLAB and

several numerical experiments are given in [36] con�rming the complexity cost.
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The solution of the optimization problem above requires global knowledge

of the network after the failure and can be implemented in a centralized fashion. For

example, a central network control center could obtain knowledge of the failure and the

current link cost in the network and solve the optimization problem, then distribute the

set of optimum recovery routes to the nodes. This is diÆcult to implement in practice

and we propose a suboptimal distributed approach that is consistent with ATM PNNI

routing [30]. Each node maintains a topology database containing the cost of using each

link in the network. Also, to speed up the routing computation each node maintains

a precomputed set of routes between each source destination pair that is determined

from the topology of the network and is restricted by a hop count limit. The database

of link cost is updated periodically with each node notifying the other network nodes

of its current cost at the update times using a ooding approach. Also, asynchronous

updating of the link cost occurs whenever a link utilization changes by an amount

exceeding a prede�ned threshold. Routing is accomplished at connection setup time by

the source node of the VC using it's local cost database and the set of prede�ned paths

to select the minimum cost path from the source to destination. A connection setup

request is then forwarded along the minimum cost path to ensure that the neccessary

resources exist along the path and to modify routing tables. If the necessary resources

are available (e.g., spare capacity � equivalent bandwidth of VC request) at every node

on the path, then the destination node will issue a connection acceptance message back

to the source reserving the resources and the connection begins working. When the

resources are unavailable along the path selected, the source node must try an alternate

route or block the VC.

The rerouting schemes proposed above will �t easily into this format using

the appropriate link cost in calculation of the route. An interesting issue arises in

fault recovery routing that does not occur in normal network operation, namely, that

a primary node will typically have many VCs to reroute all at once. Thus the order in

which they are processed will a�ect the routes used and the connection blocking. Here

we consider two simple approaches to ordering the VCs for restoration processing: 1)

increasing amount of bandwidth (i.e., increasing order of dk) and 2) decreasing amount

of bandwidth. In the �rst scheme the VCs are sorted in increasing order of the VC

bandwidth. This approach should result in the lowest call blocking rate. The second

approach is to sort the VCs in decreasing order of the VC bandwidth required, thus

maximizing the demand restored.
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A.4 Performance Evaluation

A simulation based performance study was conducted to evaluate the restora-

tion routing schemes de�ned above in terms of % VC call blocking, the amount of con-

gestion created, the % bandwidth restored and the paths selected. In order to study

the transient congestion, we adopt the nonstationary simulation methodology of [39]

to observe the behavior of the average number in the queueing system versus time for

all links in the network. The basic approach is to run the simulation a number of times

and average the quantities of interest across the ensemble of independent runs at a

particular time instant. Many such points may be obtained at di�erent time instants

and the behavior of the system can be studied as a function of time.

The ten node, n = 10, network with jLj = 42 links shown in Figure 1 was

simulated. The connectivity of the topology as measured by the average node degree

D (D = jLj=n) is 4.2 which is in the range of many existing networks. The topology

was selected in part due to the large number of alternate paths between any pair of

nodes. A simulation model of the network was developed in SLAM focusing on a

comparative analysis of the routing schemes during fault recovery under a common set

of simpli�ed assumptions. The routing algorithms were implemented in the simulation

in a distributed fashion with each node maintaining a local database of the link cost

with periodic cost updates. A hop count limit of four links was used in the model. In

the simulation the capacity of each link was one, all packets are of �xed length one,

and the bu�er size at each link is 20 ( system size is 21). Thus, the service rate of each

link is one packet per simulation time unit. The packet arrival process for each VC

was modeled as a Poisson process with �xed mean rate. A maximum steady-state link

utilization threshold of 0.9 was used for all links (i.e., l = 0:1 8 l). The time to detect

a failure and begin noti�cation of the source nodes was one second. It is assumed that

all dropped packets need retransmission and the resulting backlogs at the VC sources

was determined using the normalization approach given in [22]. Several cases were

simulated with di�erent network loading and failure scenarios and we report sample

results with additional results given in [36]. In the results shown here 50 VCs between

various source destination pairs were working before the failure of link 2-4 which a�ects

nine VCs from source node 9 with an aggregate load of 0.84 (see [36] for details). Two

cases of loading before the failure are discussed here: LITE - average network link

utilization of 0.334 and HEAVY - average network link utilization of 0.746.
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The traÆc rates dk, number of possible restoration paths Pk, and the paths

selected by the rerouting schemes for the 9 a�ected VCs in the LITE case are given in

Table 1. In this case the routes selected by solving the optimization problem are identi-

cal to those determined by the distributed implementation regardless of the ordering of

VCs in the distributed scheme. Table 1 illustrates that the routes selected by the four

algorithms are as expected from their de�nition. Speci�cally, the MH scheme picks 1

and 2 hop paths resulting in the fewest number of links used. Where as, the LDAP

algorithm uses four hop paths for all VCs and a�ects the greatest number of nodes.

The LDPL scheme balances the load on the outgoing primary node links better than

MH and uses fewer links then the LDAP and MD schemes. The MD approach prefers

shorter paths while avoiding heavily loaded links. Since spare capacity is plentiful in

the LITE load case all VCs are restored regardless of the routing scheme used. Thus

by the standard survivability metrics such as %call blocking or %demand restored, all

the schemes are equivalent. However the transient congestion induced in the network

illustrates marked di�erences between schemes. This be seen in Figure 2 which shows

for each routing scheme the average number in the system versus time after traÆc

restoration for selected network links. The results in Figure 2 are the ensemble average

of 400 simulation runs. During the congestion periods there is little variance in the

simulation output which results in narrow con�dence intervals on the simulation results

and the intervals have been left o� the plots for clarity. Consider the plot for link 9-1

shown in Figure 2. One can see that after the restoration of VCs the bu�er at link 9-1

quickly saturates under all four schemes, but the amount of time the link is overloaded

varies with the routing scheme. Speci�cally, the MH approach congests link 9-1 much

longer than the other algorithms.

By examining plots [36] similar to Figure 2 for all the links in the network, we

can identify the links that become congested and the length of time congestion last. A

link was considered congested if the average number in the queueing system at a link

attained the bu�er size, and congestion was deemed over when the number in system

fell below 5. The right hand column of the row marked LITE in Table 6 shows the

number of links used in traÆc restoration for each scheme and the number of links that

congest is given in parentheses. Also listed in the table is the average congestion time

which is the mean of the time each link is congested for those that become congested.

Similarly, the maximum congestion time listed is the length of time for all links that

become congested to clear.
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The same experimental procedure was repeated for the HEAVY load case.

The routes selected by the four routing algorithms when VCs are processed in dis-

tributed fashion in order of increasing amount of bandwidth, in order of decreasing

amount of bandwidth, and solving by the the optimization problem, are given in Ta-

bles 2, 3, and 4 respectively. Notice that the routes selected and the VCs rejected

by a routing algorithm (e.g., MD) are di�erent in the three implementations. Tables

5 and 6 show the survivability metrics and congestion metrics for the three di�erent

implementations of the four routing schemes. For the HEAVY-OPTIMIZATION re-

sults shown, the routes were computed with the optimization problem and loaded into

the simulation when node 9 detected the failure. As expected the call blocking of the

centralized optimization approach is less, and the demand restored is more than in the

distributed implementations. In comparing the two approaches to ordering the con-

nections in the distributed implementation one can see the trade-o� in call blocking

versus demand restored. In general the algorithms/implementations that restore more

demand typically result in longer congestion times.

Considering Tables 5 and 6 together (plus results in [36]), one can see the

the following. For loads when all demand is recoverable, the MH approach results in

fewest number of links congested. However, MH results in the largest time period of

congestion. In contrast, the load distribution schemes resulted in a greater number of

links becoming congested but for a much shorter time period. Hence, at loads where

the demand restored is the same, there is a clear trade o� between constricting the

region e�ected by congestion versus congesting a larger region for a possibly smaller

amount of time. For the HEAVY load case the results are reversed with the LDAP

scheme congesting the network for the maximum amount of time, however it provides

a lower call blocking. Selecting which scheme is preferred will depend on the need to

restrict the e�ects of failures locally to the region of the failure, the need to reconnect as

many VCs as possible and the need to minimize congestion in the network. Additional

work needs to be conducted to precisely quantify the tradeo�s. Also, since the MD

scheme is optimal under steady state conditions, one may want to restructure the paths

of the VCs after the congestion period is over.
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Figure A.1: Ten node network topology

A.5 Summary

In this paper we presented a optimization based formulation of the virtual cir-

cuit fault recovery routing problem in wide area packet networks. Routing algorithms

suitable for traÆc restoration after a failure were proposed and their implementation

discussed. Speci�cally we studied, the Minimum Hop scheme { which ensures the

number of nodes directly e�ected by the rerouting is minimized, the Load Distribu-

tion Among Paths scheme { which picks the source destination route that has the

maximum residual capacity and the Load Distribution among Primary Links scheme

{ which balances the load on the outgoing links of a node that must reroute several

connections. The relative performance of the routing algorithms (along with Minimum

Delay routing) was studied using simulation. We have shown that the choice of routing

algorithm has signi�cant e�ect on network performance during fault recovery. Futher-

more, it was illustrated that in addition to standard network survivability metrics,

an important criterion is controling the transient network congestion occurring after

restoration.
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Figure A.2: Number in system versus time for selected links in LITE-LOAD case
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Table A.1: Comparison of paths selected in the LITE load case
dk Pk MD MH LDAP LDPL
0.15 12 9{1{10 9{1{10 9{3{5{8{10 9{1{10
0.14 17 9{1{8 9{1{8 9{1{10{4{8 9{1{8
0.12 17 9{1{4 9{1{4 9{2{3{5{4 9{1{4
0.11 21 9{3{5 9{3{5 9{2{1{8{5 9{3{5
0.09 17 9{3{5{4 9{1{4 9{7{6{5{4 9{1{4
0.08 8 9{2{1 9{1 9{7{3{2{1 9{2{1
0.06 21 9{3{5 9{3{5 9{1{3{5 9{3{5
0.05 17 9{7{6{5{8 9{1{8 9{1{4{5{8 9{2{1{8
0.04 17 9{7{6 9{3{6 9{1{2{7{6 9{7{6

Table A.2: Comparison of paths selected in the HEAVY-INCREASING case
dk Pk MD MH LDAP LDPL
0.04 17 9{2{7{6 9{3{6 9{2{7{3{6 9{3{6
0.05 17 9{1{8 9{1{8 9{2{1{4{8 9{2{1{8
0.06 21 9{3{5 9{3{5 9{2{7{3{5 9{3{5
0.08 8 9{1 9{1 9{3{7{2{1 9{2{1
0.09 17 9{2{1{4 9{2{1{4 9{2{3{5{4 9{3{5{4
0.11 21 9{3{5 9{3{5 9{2{7{3{5 9{2{3{5
0.12 17 Rejected 9{7{6{5{4 9{1{10{4 9{1{4
0.14 17 Rejected Rejected Rejected Rejected
0.15 12 Rejected Rejected Rejected Rejected
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Table A.3: Comparison of paths selected in the HEAVY-DECREASING case
dk Pk MD MH LDAP LDPL
0.15 12 9{1{10 9{1{10 9{3{5{4{10 9{1{10
0.14 17 9{2{1{8 9{2{1{8 9{2{1{4{8 9{2{1{8
0.12 17 9{3{5{4 9{3{5{4 9{1{10{4 9{3{5{4
0.11 21 9{3{5 9{3{5 9{2{7{3{5 9{3{5
0.09 17 Rejected Rejected Rejected Rejected
0.08 8 Rejected Rejected Rejected Rejected
0.06 21 9{2{7{6{5 9{3{6{5 9{2{7{6{5 9{2{3{6{5
0.05 17 Rejected Rejected 9{1{10{4{8 Rejected
0.04 17 9{3{6 9{7{6 9{2{7{3{6 9{2{7{6

Table A.4: Comparison of paths selected in the HEAVY-OPTIMIZATION case
dk Pk MD MH LDAP LDPL
0.15 12 Rejected 9{2{1{10 Rejected Rejected
0.14 17 9{3{5{4{8 Rejected 9{2{1{4{8 9{3{5{4{8
0.12 17 9{1{4 9{1{4 9{1{10{4 9{1{4
0.11 21 9{3{5 9{7{6{5 9{2{7{6{5 9{3{5
0.09 17 9{2{1{4 9{3{5{4 9{2{3{5{4 9{2{1{4
0.08 8 9{1 9{1 9{1 9{1
0.06 21 9{2{7{6{5 9{3{5 9{2{7{3{5 9{3{6{5
0.05 17 9{2{1{8 9{3{5{4{8 9{3{5{4{8 9{2{1{8
0.04 17 9{2{7{6 9{3{6 9{2{7{3{6 9{3{6

Table A.5: Comparison of %call blocking and %demand restored
Network Load - % Call Blocking % Demand Restored
connection order MD/MH/LDAP/LDPL MD/MH/LDAP/LDPL
LITE 0.0/0.0/0.0/0.0 100/100/100/100
HEAVY-INCREASING 33.3/22.2/22.2/22.2 51/66/66/66
HEAVY-DECREASING 33.3/33.3/22.2/33.3 74/74/80/74
HEAVY-OPTIMIZATION 11.1/11.1/11.1/11.1 82/83/82/82

Table A.6: Congestion metrics
Load Avg Time Congested Max Time Congested Links used (Congested)

MD/MH/LDAP/LDPL MD/MH/LDAP/LDPL MD/MH/LDAP/LDPL
Lite 483/1300/518/507 850/2250/600/1150 13(3)/7(2)/23(5)/10(3)
H-I 630/2988/1890/2600 700/10000/3000/4000 9(5)/12(4)/16(5)/10(4)
H-D 2520/3533/80000+/3100 4700/4000/80000+/4000 12(5)/12(3)/16(5)/13(5)
H-O 7880/3960/47500+/18900 12700/8400/80000+/39000 12(5)/13(5)/16(2)/11(5)
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B.1 Abstract

We consider the problem of routing for traÆc restoration after a failure in

virtual circuit based packet switched wide area networks utilizing source node routing.

A major factor on network performance after a failure in such networks is the transient

congestion period that results from restored virtual circuits attempting to send out the

backlog of packets accumulated since the failure. An optimization based formulation of

the fault recovery routing problem is given. The formulation can be used to model a

variety of routing schemes and fault scenarios. The implementation of fault recovery

routing algorithms in a distributed environment is discussed and how it relates to the

optimal routing. In light of the importance of transient congestion after a failure stan-

dard routing algorithms such as minimum delay maybe inappropriate and we propose

and study alternative fault recovery routing schemes. The results of a performance

study are reported comparing the performance of di�erent routing algorithms in terms

of network congestion and traditional survivability metrics, such as call blocking.
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B.2 Introduction

Over the last decade, there has been a growing interest on network surviv-

ability and restoration of wide-area communication networks to address major network

outages. Various survivability techniques such as multiple homing, trunk diversity, dy-

namic routing and rerouting, fast digital cross-connect restoration, self-healing rings,

spare capacity assignment, back-up routes, and so on have been considered to minimize

the e�ect on the network due to a outage [48, 17, 29, 14, 46, 32, 49, 47, 13].

Most of the current literature discusses survivability and restoration for a spe-

ci�c network (such as either the circuit-switched network, or the cross-connect network,

or the SONET transmission network). When one views the network architecture from

a resource standpoint, then various networks are inter-related in a layered manner. For

example, at the top level, services such as voice and Internet applications are provided

respectively over the circuit-switched network and mostly the TCP/IP network. In

turn, these networks may be provided over virtual-path based ATM networks, which

then is provided over digital cross-connect transmission networks or SONET trans-

mission networks. For ease of reference, we will use the term upper-layer network to

refer to a network closer to or at the service-level, and the term lower-layer network

to refer to a network at the transmission level. Since SONET rings can switch the

signal around a failure in less than a second an outage may not be perceived at all

by the upper layer networks and the applications. Thus, it may be argued that the

survivability may be addressed solely, for example, in the SONET network by pro-

viding the self-healing ring architecture. The shortcomings of this argument are that

(a) it may not be possible to provide self-healing ring everywhere in the network, (b)

an application level service provider may lease transmission bandwidth from di�erent

network providers, all of whom may not have self-healing ring architecture, (c) there

are major failures that are simply can not be addressed by SONET level restoration,

e.g. a line card or a switched network node failure, or the failure of the 'link' between

the nearest transmission hub and the service-level switching node, (d) survivable ca-

pacity or restoration at lower-layer networks are available for `use' only in the event of

a failure while providing spare capacity for survivability at the service-layer network

also can provide additional throughput and revenue for traÆc overload situations, and

�nally (e) due to cost reason, it is possible to cover only partial restoration in each

network resource layer.
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In recent years, there have been a growing interest to address multi-layer sur-

vivability and restoration approach [48, 18, 34, 49, 47] to address for di�erent types

of outages and to make optimal use of capacity and capabilities in di�erent networks.

Ash [48], in the context of an actual failure, described how the FASTER procedures

in AT&T's cross-connect network did a part of the restoration which was then com-

plemented by dynamic call routing in the circuit-switched network to make maximum

restoration from this failure. In light of the multi-layer recovery approach, our work

here on dynamic fault recovery routing for packet-switched networks is applicable in

restoring disrupted connections that can not be fully recovered by the lower layer net-

works restoration procedures (either due to lack of enough resources or due to a failure

for which lower layer restoration is not applicable).

We note that dynamic routing and rerouting has received considerable atten-

tion as a technique for network restoration. The role of dynamic routing for traÆc

restoration in circuit-switched networks has been addressed in [48, 34, 49, 47]. Dover-

spike and Wilson [17] have compared end-to-end rerouting to local rerouting in DCS

networks. Banerjea et. al. [40] have addressed connection rerouting in the Tenet

Network testbed. Ball et. al. [41] present rerouting models for broadband networks.

While we also consider dynamic rerouting as done in these works, our work is sig-

ni�cantly di�erent in several ways: we address rerouting of disrupted connections to

address both connection level blocking and packet backlog as well as the transient e�ect

while taking into account the e�ect of the time taken to detect the failure by di�erent

nodes in the network; we also provide a precise optimization model for the connection

rerouting problem and compare the centralized solution to the distributed approach |

none of the previous work has considered all these aspects. It may be noted that Logo-

thetis and Trivedi [44] have addressed the e�ect of detection and restoration time while

Kobza [43] has pointed out the signi�cance of the transient e�ect; on the other hand,

these work do not address the rerouting problem that we have addressed here. Finally,

in a complementary work, the relation of traÆc backlog to network dimensioning for

survivability has been addressed for virtual path-based ATM networks [19].

There are several issues that should be noted in a link failure scenario in this

setting. First, a signi�cant number of VCs for di�erent source-destination node pairs

can be a�ected due to the link failure since these VCs were traversing on the link

that failed. If the network has `no' rerouting feature, then these connections will be

aborted (in turn, this means that the user may try to re-establish the connection once

she/he realizes that the connection is 'lost'). In our case, we assume that the network
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has the rerouting feature. Rerouting may be possible either as a local rerouting (just

around the failed link), or as the source based rerouting. Due to our assumption on

source based routing, we also assume that it is the source node's responsibility to do

the restoration in the event of a failure. Since multiple VCs are a�ected, several nodes

in the network that has originating VCs will each have the responsibility to reconnect

all its own a�ected VCs. Obviously, these VCs can not be reconnected on the same

original routes since they are already a�ected. Thus, a new route has to be used: which

route would however depend on the speci�c routing algorithm used by the network,

and at what time the various source nodes get informed through signaling messages in

the network about the failure, and the most recent network topology state information

available to each node at that time. Since we are considering services that require a

minimum guaranteed bandwidth to operate, the network may not be able to reconnect

all the a�ected VCs due to the reduction in network bandwidth (because of the link

failure). Further, during the time delay till the reroute decision is made, packets will

be lost from the disrupted VCs, and will create a backlog that will be required to be

retransmitted. Thus, the a�ected VCs that are selected for reconnection may have

a backlog of packets accumulated which need to be retransmitted that can result in

congestion in the network. As noted in [22], typical congestion control schemes are not

entirely e�ective in preventing congestion after a major failure since the overload at

network nodes is mainly due to the rerouted virtual circuits needing to simultaneously

work o� their backlogs.

Our interest in this paper is to study several routing schemes for connec-

tion rerouting in the network setting described above, and their transient impact on

the network both at the connection level (due to possible blocking of the disrupted

connections) as well as at the packet level (due to packet backlog).

Our contribution is in several areas. First, we present an optimization based

formulation of the VC failure recovery routing problem by considering residual capac-

ity in the network as well as the decision on whether or not to reconnect a disrupted

VC. This formulation assumes the availability of precise information on the network

link status and the decision is done in a centralized manner. As noted earlier, after a

failure many VCs will simultaneously need restoration, thus we formulate the restora-

tion problem as a bandwidth packing problem of the a�ected VCs. Our formulation

allows us to consider several source node routing schemes in a uni�ed framework. De-

spite the advantages of the optimization formulation, it has certain limitations: it is

based on centralized and precise information which may not be possible in an actual
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network; further, it can not capture the packet backlog a�ect, and more importantly,

nor can it capture the transient behavior of the network right after the failure. It has

already been established [22] that for packet switched networks a dominant factor on

network performance after a failure is the transient or nonstationary congestion period

triggered by the backlog of packets needing retransmission after a failure; hence, traÆc

restoration techniques designed and evaluated via steady state analysis can not cap-

ture the transient e�ect. Thus, another major contribution of this work is to develop

a simulation model and study extensively the e�ect of rerouting on the transient net-

work congestion in the presence of the packet backlog e�ect and possible connection

blocking (due to lack of resources). In the simulation model, we have implemented

the rerouting algorithms in a distributed manner since in an actual implementation

in a network, source-node based routing makes decision in a distributed manner with

delayed information about network link status (due to periodic or triggered update);

in this paper, we also describe how this can be done. An advantage of our network

simulation environment is that we can also consider the solution from the optimization

model as an option which allows us to make comparative evaluation of the distributed

implementation against the centralized optimization model-based solution.

For the study, we consider a general topology network under di�erent network

load and source traÆc distribution conditions, and present some interesting results

on the inter-relation between network congestion and the acceptance (or denial) of

reconnection of failed VCs by considering a set of survivability metrics. Our work

here described for generic wide-area packet networks is applicable, for example, in

ATM based networks with PNNI routing [30] where variable bit rate services requiring

packet retransmission are provided, and in guaranteed data services provided in NBBS

architecture [42].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows; In Section B.3, we present the

uni�ed optimization model for the rerouting problem and show how di�erent routing

algorithms can be addressed by this model; in Section B.4, we present details on the

study scenarios and provide results.

B.3 The Fault Recovery Routing Problem

Consider an arbitrary connection oriented packet network consisting of n

nodes represented by the ordered set N . Let L denote the ordered set of network
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links and C` the capacity of link ` 2 L. Let ~s(`) and ~e(`) denote the start and end

nodes of directed link `. Also, we let A denote the set of source-destination pairs

(A � N � N); note that at the most, there are n � (n � 1) elements in A. For each

(i; j) 2 A, let Pi;j denote a candidate set of loop free paths from i to j. In order to

lower the rerouting problem complexity via reducing the search space, the candidate

set Pi;j need not consist of all possible paths that can be found in the topology. A

common approach to reducing the search space is to consider the set of loop free paths

that are less than a hop-count limit [46, 15, 12].

Each virtual circuit in the network is identi�ed by unique identi�er v and the

set of all virtual circuits is denoted by V. Let dv denote the equivalent bandwidth of

virtual circuit v with source node sn(v) and destination node dn(v). Let K denote

the set of virtual circuits disrupted by the failure of a speci�c device (e.g., link) or

group of devices. The residual capacity of each link ` 2 L immediately after the

failure is denoted by R` (obviously, for the failed link, the residual capacity is zero).

R` include the bandwidth of the disrupted connections. In general a certain portion

of the bandwidth l of each link ` maybe reserved for control traÆc and to absorb

uctuations in traÆc. Thus the usable free capacity for rerouting connections on link `

is given by R`�`. The number of possible paths for restoring disrupted virtual circuit

k 2 K is denoted by Pk where Pk = jPsn(k);dn(k)j. We de�ne the link-path indicator

Æ`kj; this is set to 1 if the jth path for virtual circuit k uses link ` (Æ`kj = 0, otherwise).

The link path indicator values Æ`kj are determined directly from the topology and the

set of paths. We de�ne the path choice decision variable to be ykj; it is set to 1 if the

jth path is chosen for restoring virtual circuit k (ykj = 0 otherwise). The cost of using

link ` is given by M`. The cost of rerouting a disrupted virtual circuit k on it's jth

path is represented by the path cost Wkj.

Since there may not be suÆcient residual capacity in the network to restore

all connections disrupted by a failure or one may want to give preferential treatment

to certain connections, we de�ne a set of `rejection' variables, one corresponding to

each disrupted virtual circuit, to allow for the possibility of not restoring a disrupted

connection. The decision variable for rejection of the kth disrupted virtual circuit is

given by xk and is set to one if the virtual circuit is not restored, otherwise it is zero.

The cost of failing to restore (i.e., rejecting) a disrupted VC is given by Ok. Given

the notation above, the fault recovery routing of the disrupted virtual circuits can be

determined by solving the following optimization problem for ykj and xk.
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min
ykj ;xk

KX

k=1

PkX

j=1

Wkjykj +
KX

k=1

Okxk (1)

s:t:
PkX

j=1

ykj + xk = 1; k = 1; 2; :::; K (2)

KX

k=1

PkX

j=1

dkÆ
`
kjykj � R` � `; ` = 1; 2; :::; L (3)

ykj = 0 or 1; xk = 0 or 1: (4)

In the above formulation, the �rst term of the objective function (1) is the cost of

choosing the jth path for virtual circuit k. The right most term in (1) is the cost of

rejecting virtual circuit k. The set of constraints (2), coupled with the 0/1 decision

requirement stated in (4), speci�es that either a single path or connection rejection

must be chosen for each virtual circuit. The set of constraints (3) requires that the

load o�ered to each link must be feasible in terms of residual capacity and subject to

any additional imposition ` to maintain link stability.

Note that the problem formulation will always have a feasible solution due to

the inclusion of the rejection variables. Further, the problem formulation allows us to

consider a variety of rerouting schemes in a uni�ed framework by specifying appropriate

path, link and rejection costs. Similarly a variety of failure scenarios can be studied

by appropriate speci�cation of the residual link capacities. For example, a link failure

is modeled by setting the failed link residual capacity to zero and a node failure is

modeled by adjusting the residual capacity to zero for all incoming and outgoing links

of the failed node. Note that the formulation given above for addressing rerouting of

disrupted virtual circuits is quite general. Although, in this paper, we are primarily

interested in the study of a link failure, the formulation can be used for a node failure

also by appropriately adjusting the residual capacity (to zero) for all incoming and

outgoing links from the failed node. This formulation also allows us to consider the

partial link failure scenario (i.e., when the link capacity does not drop all the way to

zero due to a failure) by appropriately de�ning the residual capacity of the a�ected

link. Finally, this formulation is also applicable for the multiple link failure scenario.

Utilizing the above optimization formulation we study the behavior of various

routing schemes for fault recovery. Routing algorithms in virtual circuit networks are
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often based on minimizing the steady state average network delay. Minimum Delay

(MD) routing schemes have been proposed for VC based networks using a link cost

proportional to the derivative of the link queueing delay based on the M/M/1 model

as discussed in [35, 42]. Thus as a �rst rerouting scheme, we consider minimum delay

routing incorporating the connection rejection factor. However, it is debatable whether

rerouting connections based on minimizing the steady state average network delay is

appropriate after a failure, in view of the importance of transient network congestion.

A possible philosophical view is to contain the failure e�ect to one area of the network,

rather than allowing it to spread. An approach that reects this viewpoint is using

Minimum Hop (MH) routing to restore virtual circuits, since it minimizes the number

of nodes directly e�ected. This simple method attempts to isolate and restrict the

physical area of the congestion occurring due to rerouting. Another philosophical view

is to distribute the potential congestion caused by the rerouting among the various links

in the network in order to not degrade the performance seriously at any particular link.

This technique tries to have a larger number of links being a�ected by the failure fairly,

instead of a few links being a�ected severely. An approach along these lines is to do

load distribution by spreading the load across all the possible routes between source

destination pairs by selecting the route with the maximum residual capacity. We call

this method Load Distribution Among Paths (LDAP). An alternate version of load

distribution is to choose the route with largest capacity on the bottleneck link in the

route. This is termed Least Loaded Routing (LLR) and had been proposed for routing

during overload periods in circuit switched networks [48]. An approach in between load

distribution and path restriction/concentration is to focus on the virtual circuit source

nodes since they may have many virtual circuits to reroute. Their outgoing links are

often the �rst to su�er severe transient congestion. Our approach is to attempt to

balance the load on the outgoing links of each source node, coupled with the weight

for the rest of the links to the destination based on the hop count (i.e., minimize the

additional nodes used). This technique is termed Load Distribution among Primary

Links (LDPL). These �ve rerouting schemes can be modeled in the above formulation,

by de�ning the link cost, M`, and the path cost, Wkj, as tabulated below.

The rejection costOk can be speci�ed in several ways. For each routing scheme

there is a range of rejection cost values that will impact virtual circuit call acceptance

and route selection. This range is speci�ed by upper and lower threshold values. If the

rejection cost, Ok, is greater than the upper threshold value for all the virtual circuits

then VCs will be rejected only when there is no way to reroute all the VCs and satisfy
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Scheme MD MH LDAP LLR LDPL

M`
C`

(R`)2
; 8` 1 ; 8` �R` ; 8` �R` ; 8`

C`

R`
; ` : sn(k) = ~s(`)

1 ; 8` : sn(k) 6= ~s(`)

Wkj

PL
`=1 Æ

`
kjM`

PL
`=1 Æ

`
kjM`

PL
`=1 Æ

`
kjM` maxf`: Æ`

kj
=1gM`

PL
`=1 Æ

`
kjM`

the constraints (mainly (3)). On the other hand, if the rejection cost is below the lower

threshold value for all VCs, then all VCs will be rejected. The threshold values are

dependent on the path cost of the routing algorithm used. For example, in the MH

case the lower threshold is one and the upper threshold is the maximum path length

in terms of hops. Note, that the rejection cost can be used to provide a priority type

of classi�cation for rerouting of the virtual circuits with high priority traÆc having

a large rejection cost (e.g., above upper threshold) and low priority traÆc having a

smaller rejection cost (e.g., on the order of typical path cost). The fault recovery

routing optimization problem de�ned by (1)-(4) is an integer programming problem.

This formulation can be classi�ed under the general assignment knapsack problem and

we use the branch and bound solution approach [38] as implemented in the commercial

optimization software package CPLEX [50] to solve the problem.

B.3.1 Distributed Implementation

The solution to the optimization problem above requires global knowledge

of the network after the failure and hence can only be implemented in a centralized

fashion. For example, a central network control center could obtain knowledge of the

failure, the virtual circuits a�ected, the residual capacity available on the network links

and the current link cost; then solve the above optimization problem and distribute the

set of optimum recovery routes to the nodes. This is diÆcult to implement in practice

as it requires a fast way to solve the optimization problem, a reliable signaling channel

(possibly on a separate signaling network) to obtain the network state information,

and a distribution of the new routing information.

Here we consider a suboptimal distributed rerouting approach that is con-

sistent with ATM PNNI routing [30]. Each node maintains a topology database of

the network containing the cost as well as the residual capacity of each link in the

network (i.e., a link-state approach). The link cost will be di�erent depending on the
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speci�c routing algorithm as described in the previous section. Also, to speed up the

routing computation each node maintains a precomputed set of paths between each

source destination pair that is determined from the topology of the network and is

restricted by a hop count limit. The database of link cost and the residual capacity is

updated periodically when each node noti�es the other network nodes the current link

state on all outgoing links using a controlled ooding approach. Also, asynchronous

(`triggered') updating of the link state occurs whenever link utilization changes by

an amount exceeding a prede�ned threshold. Routing is accomplished at the connec-

tion setup time by the source node of the virtual circuit using its local cost/residual

capacity database and the set of prede�ned paths to select the best path from the

source to destination. A connection setup request is then forwarded along the best

path to ensure that the necessary resources exist along the path and to modify rout-

ing tables. If the necessary resources are available (e.g., actual residual capacity �

equivalent bandwidth of the VC request) at every node and link on the path, then

the destination node will issue a connection acceptance message back to the source

reserving the resources and the connection begins working. When the resources are

unavailable along the path selected, the source node must try an alternate route or

block the VC. The reader may wonder why a connection would be blocked during the

connection set up if the residual capacity information was already taken into account

in selecting the best path; this is possible since the source node has residual capacity

information of the links as of the last update. In actuality the residual capacity may

be less on a link in the selected path if this link was already used for connecting new

or rerouted connections for other source-destination node pairs. This situation occurs

frequently when recovering from failures since many virtual circuits are simultaneously

being rerouted from several nodes at once resulting in rapid changes to the available

residual capacity on links. Also note that each node learns of the failure at di�erent

times since the number of nodes between a given source node and the failure varies.

The rerouting schemes described earlier �t easily into this distributed format

using the appropriate link cost in calculation of the route. Our distributed implemen-

tation is similar to ATM PNNI routing [30] in which each node maintains a topology

database (PTSE: PNNI Topology State Element) of the network. The PTSEs contain

link state parameters, including the AvCR (Available Cell Rate) parameter, which

gives the available residual capacity. Also, each node maintains a precomputed set of

routes between each source destination pair for each service class that is determined

from the topology of the network. The database of link state parameters is updated pe-
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riodically by ooding PTSP (PNNI Topology State Packages) among all nodes within

a peer group, and the aggregated information is ooded in the same manner in the

higher hierarchical levels of the PNNI hierarchy by the peer group leaders. Routing is

accomplished at connection setup time by the source node of the connection using its

local link state parameters and the set of precalculated paths to select the minimum

cost path from the source to destination nodes. Noted that the PNNI speci�cation

doesn't address the problem of rerouting after a failure.

An interesting issue arises in fault recovery routing that does not occur in

normal network operation is the ordering of virtual circuits for rerouting. A failure will

typically result in several network nodes being the source node for failed virtual circuits,

with each source node having many virtual circuits to simultaneously restore, possibly

on the order of thousands. The order in which the failed virtual circuits are processed

will determine in part, if the connection is restored or blocked, the delay in reconnection

and the routes used. Here we take two simple approaches to ordering the virtual

circuits for restoration processing: 1) increasing amount of equivalent bandwidth (i.e.,

increasing order of dk) and 2) decreasing amount of equivalent bandwidth. In the �rst

scheme the virtual circuits are sorted in increasing order of the equivalent bandwidth

they require and they are processed sequentially in this order. This approach results

in a lower call blocking rate as small bandwidth connections are reconnected �rst. The

second approach is to sort the virtual circuits in decreasing order of the equivalent

bandwidth required, which results in a higher percentage of the failed demand being

restored. A more thorough study of the ordering problem is given in [59], where a

priority ordering scheme aimed at minimizing the impact of a failure on the network

is presented.

B.4 Performance Evaluation

A comparative performance study was conducted to evaluate the routing

schemes de�ned above. Previous published performance studies [23, 20] concentrate

on metrics such as the percentage of virtual circuit call blocking and the percentage

of failed demand restored. Note, that these standard survivability metrics can be de-

termined from the solution of the optimization model. The results obtained from the

solution of the optimization model serve as a best case benchmark for any distributed

implementation of the routing scheme. In addition to the standard survivability met-
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rics, we have also studied the amount of congestion (both duration and spatial distri-

bution) created by rerouting via a simulation model. The simulation model, also allows

us to see e�ects of a distributed implementation of the routing schemes. In order to

study the transient congestion, we adopt the nonstationary simulation methodology of

[39] to observe the behavior of the average number in the queueing system versus time

for all links in the network. The basic approach is to run the simulation a number of

times and average the quantities of interest across the ensemble of independent runs at

a particular time instant. Many such points may be obtained at di�erent time instants

and the behavior of the system can be determined as a function of time.

The ten node, n = 10, network with jLj = 42 links shown in Figure B.1

was chosen for study. The connectivity of the network topology as measured by the

average node degree D in the network (D = jLj=n) is 4.2, which is in the range of many

existing networks [46]. The topology was selected in part due to the large number of

alternate paths between any pair of nodes in the network. A simulation model of the

network was developed using SLAM [54] focusing on a comparative analysis of the

routing schemes during fault recovery under a common set of simpli�ed assumptions.

The routing algorithms were implemented in the simulation in a distributed fashion

with each node maintaining a local cost table of the network links with periodic cost

updates. A hop count limit of �ve was used in the simulation to restrict the number of

feasible paths and speed up the route selection. In the simulation model the capacity

of each link was one, all packets/cells are of �xed length one, and the bu�er size at each

link is 20 (the system size is 21). Thus, the service rate of each link is one packet/cell

per simulation time unit. Except where explicitly noted independent Poisson processes

were used as the packet arrival process for each virtual circuit. A maximum steady-

state link utilization threshold of 0.9 was used for all links (i.e., l = 0:1 8 l). The time

to detect a failure and begin noti�cation of the source nodes was assumed to be one

second which is consistent with reported measurement values in high speed networks

(e.g., ATM). It is assumed that all dropped packets/cells need retransmission from the

source and the resulting backlogs at the virtual circuit sources was determined using

the normalization approach given in [22]. This is in a sense a worse case scenario

in that, in real systems the retransmission or not of dropped packets will depend on

the applications and protocols employed. For example, real-time audio will generally

not utilize retransmission, whereas non-real-time data transfer such as transaction

processing will require retransmission. The signaling delay in routing connections (i.e.,

path computation, call setup request and noti�cation of successful resource reservation)
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was a constant of .1 sec per hop traversed which is on the order of reported measured

values [51].

Several di�erent experiments were performed with di�erent network loading

and failure scenarios. Here we report sample results illustrating certain points with

additional results given in [36]. As a �rst case, we studied the behavior of the network

when all of the traÆc on a failed link originated at the same node. In the results shown

here 50 virtual circuits between various source-destination nodes were working in the

network before the failure of link 2-4. The failure a�ects nine virtual circuits from

source node 9 with an aggregate load of 0.84 (see [36] for details). The traÆc source

for each virtual circuit was Poisson. Two cases of background loading are reported here:

LITE load with average network link utilization of 0.334 before failure, and HEAVY

load with average network link utilization of 0.746 before failure. The traÆc rates

dk, number of possible restoration paths Pk, and the paths selected by the rerouting

schemes for the nine a�ected VCs in the LITE load case are given in Tables B.1, B.2,

and B.3 for the solution of the optimization problem, decreasing order and increasing

order respectively. From these tables we see that the routes selected by the �ve schemes

are as expected from their de�nition. Speci�cally, the MH scheme picks short paths

resulting in the fewest number of links used. Where as, the LDAP algorithm uses

longer routes and a�ects the greatest number of nodes. The LDPL scheme balances

the load on the outgoing source node links better than MH and uses fewer links then

the LDAP and MD schemes. The MD approach prefers shorter paths while avoiding

heavily loaded links. The paths selected by LLR show no speci�c trend regarding

distribution as expected since a single bottleneck link determine the path cost. Since

spare capacity is plentiful in the LITE load case all VCs are restored regardless of the

routing scheme used. Thus by the standard metrics for survivability such as %call

blocking or %demand restored, all the schemes are equivalent. However the transient

congestion induced in the network illustrates marked di�erences between schemes. This

can be seen in Figure B.2 which shows for each routing scheme the average number

in the system versus time after traÆc restoration for selected network links. The

results shown in Figure B.2 for each scheme are the result of an ensemble average

of 400 simulation runs. During the congestion periods there is very little variance in

the results obtained from the simulation and the resulting con�dence intervals on the

simulation output are very narrow and have been left o� the plots for the sake of

clarity. Consider the plot for link 9-1 shown in Figure B.2. One can see that after the

restoration of VCs the bu�er at link 9-1 quickly saturates under all four schemes, but
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the amount of time the link is overloaded varies with the routing scheme. Speci�cally,

the MH approach congests link 9-1 much longer than the other techniques.

By examining plots similar to Figure B.2 for all links in the network, we

can identify links that become congested and the duration of the congestion. Here

a link was considered congested if the average number in the queueing system at a

link attained the full bu�er size, and congestion was deemed over when the number in

system fell below 5. The rows marked L-I (Lite load, Increasing order of bandwidth,

poisson arrival), L-D (Lite load, Decreasing order of bandwidth, poisson arrival), L-O

(Lite load, Optimization program solution, poisson arrival), and L-MMPP (Lite load,

Decreasing order of bandwidth, MMPP arrival) in Table B.8 shows the number of

links used in traÆc restoration for each scheme and the number of links that congest is

given in parentheses. Further, in table B.9 the average congestion time is given. This

is the mean time each link is congested for those that become congested. Similarly,

the maximum congestion time is given in table B.10. This is the length of time for all

links that become congested to clear.

The same experiments, plotting and tabulation procedure was repeated for

the HEAVY load case. The routes selected with the �ve algorithms when connections

are processed in the distributed fashion in order of increasing amount of bandwidth,

in order of decreasing amount of bandwidth, and the centralized solution of the the

optimization problem are given in Tables B.4, B.5, and B.6 respectively. Notice that

the routes selected and the VCs rejected for the same routing algorithm (e.g., MD) are

di�erent in all three implementations.

Tables B.7, B.8, B.9, and B.10 show the survivability metrics and the con-

gestion metrics for the three di�erent implementations of the �ve routing schemes.

Note that for the optimization results shown for Heavy-Optimization (H-O), the new

routes were computed by solving the optimization problem centrally. Then when node

9 detected the failure the routes were loaded into the simulation. As expected the call

blocking of the centralized optimization approach is less and the demand restored is

more than in the distributed implementations (see Table B.7). In comparing the two

approaches to ordering the connections in the distributed implementations one can

see the trade-o� in call blocking versus demand restored. Note that, the cases De-

creasing Order and Optimization that restore more demand, generally result in longer

congestion times.

To see the e�ects of varying the traÆc source model, the Poisson process

model used above was replaced by independent two state Markov Modulated Poisson
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Processes (MMPPs) with the parameters selected to result in the same equivalent

bandwidth [52]. Since the equivalent bandwidth is the same - the routes selected are

identical to those listed in Tables B.1, B.2, and B.3. The congestion metrics of links

for the LITE load MMPP case are given in the row marked L-MMPP in tables B.8,

B.9, and B.10. From the Tables one can see that the major e�ect of the bursty traÆc

source is to merely extend the congestion duration.

Considering Tables B.7, B.8, B.9, and B.10 together (and other results in

[36]), one can see the following. For loads when all demand is recoverable, the MH

approach results in least number of links becoming congested. However, MH results

in the largest time period of congestion. In contrast, the load distribution schemes

resulted in a greater number of links becoming congested but for a much shorter time

period. Hence, at loads where the demand restored is the same, there is a clear trade

o� between constricting the region e�ected by congestion versus congesting a larger

region for a possibly smaller amount of time. For the HEAVY load case the results are

reversed with the LDAP scheme congesting the network for the maximum amount of

time, however it provides a lower call blocking and restores more demand. Selecting

which scheme is preferred will depend on the need to restrict the e�ects of failures

locally to the region of the failure, the need to reconnect as many virtual circuits as

possible and the need to minimize congestion in the network. Note that, since the

Minimum Delay scheme is optimal under steady state conditions, one may want to

restructure the paths of the virtual circuits to the minimum delay paths after the

transient congestion period is over.

Obviously, additional work needs to be conducted to precisely quantify the

tradeo�s among the schemes.

B.5 Summary

In this paper we have addressed rerouting of disrupted connections in wide

area packet networks. During restoration we considered both connection blocking and

the backlog of packets to be transmitted once new connections were established. The

transient congestion e�ects occurring after a failure were studied taking into account

the time taken to detect the failure by di�erent nodes in the network; we also provided
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a precise optimization model for the connection rerouting problem and a comparison

of a centralized restoration to a distributed approach.

Five routing algorithms suitable for traÆc restoration after a failure are pro-

posed and their implementation discussed. Speci�cally we studied, the Minimum Hop

scheme { which ensures that the number of nodes directly e�ected by the rerouting is

minimized, the Minimum Delay scheme { which is optimal under steady state behavior,

the Load Distribution Among Paths scheme { which picks the source-destination route

that has the maximum residual capacity, the Load Distribution among Primary Links

scheme { which balances the load on the outgoing links of node that must reroute

several connections, and the Least Loaded Routing (LLR) scheme that picks the route

with largest capacity on the bottleneck link in the route. The relative performance

of the routing algorithms was studied using a simulation model of a 10 node sample

network. We have shown that the choice of routing algorithm has signi�cant e�ect on

network performance during fault recovery. Furthermore, it was illustrated that in ad-

dition to standard network survivability metrics, an important criterion is controlling

the transient network congestion occurring after restoration both spatially and in terms

of duration. Lastly, our results from the comparison of two di�erent arrival processes

(Poisson and MMPP) indicate that the arrival process does not have any inuence on

the relative performance of the various fault recovery routing schemes.
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Table B.1: Paths selected in the LITE load Optimization solution case

dk Pk MD MH LDAP LLR LDPL
0.15 12 9{1{10 9{1{10 9{3{5{8{10 9-3-5-8-10 9{1{10
0.14 17 9{1{8 9{1{8 9{2{3{5{8 9-7-3-5-8 9{1{8
0.12 17 9{1{4 9{1{4 9{1{8{10{4 9-1-8-10-4 9{1{4
0.11 21 9{3{5 9{3{5 9{1{2{3{5 9-2-3-5 9{3{5
0.09 17 9{1{4 9{1{4 9{2{3{5{4 9-1-8-10-4 9{1{4
0.08 8 9{1 9{1 9{7{3{2{1 9-1 9{2{1
0.06 21 9{3{5 9{3{5 9{1{2{3{5 9-2-3-5 9{3{5
0.05 17 9{1{8 9{1{8 9{2{3{5{8 9-2-3-5-8 9{1{8
0.04 17 9{7{6 9{3{6 9{2{3{5{6 9-7-6 9{7{6

Table B.2: Paths selected in the LITE load Decreasing case

dk Pk MD MH LDAP LLR LDPL
0.15 12 9{1{10 9{1{10 9{3{5{8{10 9{3{5{8{10 9{1{10
0.14 17 9{1{8 9{1{8 9{1{10{4{8 9{1{8 9{1{8
0.12 17 9{1{4 9{1{4 9{2{3{5{4 9{1{4 9{1{4
0.11 21 9{3{5 9{3{5 9{2{1{8{5 9{2{3{5 9{3{5
0.09 17 9{3{5{4 9{1{4 9{7{6{5{4 9{2{1{10{4 9{1{4
0.08 8 9{2{1 9{1 9{7{3{2{1 9-1 9{2{1
0.06 21 9{3{5 9{3{5 9{1{2{3{5 9{7{6{5 9{3{5
0.05 17 9{7{6{5{8 9{1{8 9{1{4{5{8 9{2{1{8 9{2{1{8
0.04 17 9{7{6 9{3{6 9{1{2{7{6 9-7-6 9{7{6

Table B.3: Paths selected in the LITE load Increasing case

dk Pk MD MH LDAP LLR LDPL
0.04 17 9{7{6 9{3{6 9{2{3{5{6 9-7-6 9{7{6
0.05 17 9{1{8 9{1{8 9{7{3{5{8 9-2-3-5-8 9{1{8
0.06 21 9{3{5 9{3{5 9{1{3{5 9-1-2-3-5 9{3{5
0.08 8 9{1 9{1 9{7{3{2{1 9-1 9{1
0.09 17 9{1{4 9{1{4 9{1{8{10{4 9-1-8-10-4 9{1{4
0.11 21 9{3{5 9{3{5 9{1{4{8{5 9-2-3-5 9{3{5
0.12 17 9{1{4 9{1{4 9{2{3{5{4 9{2{1{4 9{1{4
0.14 17 9{1{8 9{1{8 9{7{6{5{8 9{1{10{8 9{1{8
0.15 12 9{2{1{10 9{1{10 9{3{2{1{10 9-3-5-8-10 9{2{1{10
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Table B.4: Paths selected in the HEAVY load Increasing case

dk Pk MD MH LDAP LLR LDPL
0.04 17 9{2{7{6 9{3{6 9{2{7{3{6 9{1{2{7{6 9{3{6
0.05 17 9{1{8 9{1{8 9{2{1{4{8 9{1{4{8 9{2{1{8
0.06 21 9{3{5 9{3{5 9{2{7{3{5 9{2{7{3{5 9{3{5
0.08 8 9{1 9{1 9{3{7{2{1 9{2{1 9{2{1
0.09 17 9{2{1{4 9{2{1{4 9{2{3{5{4 9{2{3{5{4 9{3{5{4
0.11 21 9{3{5 9{3{5 9{2{7{3{5 9{2{3{5 9{2{3{5
0.12 17 Rejected 9{7{6{5{4 9{1{10{4 Rejected 9{1{4
0.14 17 Rejected Rejected Rejected Regected Rejected
0.15 12 Rejected Rejected Rejected Rejected Rejected

Table B.5: Paths selected in the HEAVY load Decreasing case

dk Pk MD MH LDAP LLR LDPL
0.15 12 9{1{10 9{1{10 9{3{5{4{10 9{1{10 9{1{10
0.14 17 9{2{1{8 9{2{1{8 9{2{1{4{8 9{3{5{4{8 9{2{1{8
0.12 17 9{3{5{4 9{3{5{4 9{1{10{4 9{2{1{4 9{3{5{4
0.11 21 9{3{5 9{3{5 9{2{7{3{5 9{2{3{5 9{3{5
0.09 17 Rejected Rejected Rejected Rejected Rejected
0.08 8 Rejected Rejected Rejected Rejected Rejected
0.06 21 9{2{7{6{5 9{3{6{5 9{2{7{6{5 9{2{7{6{5 9{2{3{6{5
0.05 17 Rejected Rejected 9{1{10{4{8 Rejected Rejected
0.04 17 9{3{6 9{7{6 9{2{7{3{6 9{2{3{6 9{2{7{6

Table B.6: Paths selected in the HEAVY load Optimization case

dk Pk MD MH LDAP LLR LDPL
0.15 12 Rejected Rejected Rejected 9{2{1{4{10 Rejected
0.14 17 9{3{5{4{8 9{3{5{4{8 9{2{1{4{8 Rejected 9{3{5{4{8
0.12 17 9{1{4 9{1{4 9{1{10{4 9{1{4 9{1{4
0.11 21 9{3{5 9{7{6{5 9{2{7{3{5 9{3{5 9{7{6{5
0.09 17 9{2{1{4 9{2{1{4 9{2{3{5{4 9{7{6{5{4 9{2{1{4
0.08 8 9{1 9{1 9{1 9{1 9{1
0.06 21 9{2{7{6{5 9{3{5 9{2{7{6{5 9{3{5 9{3{5
0.05 17 9{2{1{8 9{2{1{8 9{3{5{4{8 9{1{4{8 9{2{1{8
0.04 17 9{2{7{6 9{3{6 9{2{7{3{6 9{3{7{6 9{3{6
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Table B.7: Comparison of %call blocking and %demand restored

Load - % Call Blocking % Demand Restored
order MD/MH/LDAP/LLR/LDPL MD/MH/LDAP/LLR/LDPL
L-I 0.0/0.0/0.0/0.0/0.0 100/100/100/100/100
L-D 0.0/0.0/0.0/0.0/0.0 100/100/100/100/100
L-O 0.0/0.0/0.0/0.0/0.0 100/100/100/100/100

L-MMPP 0.0/0.0/0.0/0.0/0.0 100/100/100/100/100
H-I 33.3/22.2/22.2/33.3/22.2 51/66/66/51/66
H-D 33.3/33.3/22.2/33.3/33.3 74/74/80/74/74
H-O 11.1/11.1/11.1/11.1/11.1 82/83/82/83/82

Table B.8: Congestion Metrics: Links Used (Links Congested) for LITE and HEAVH
load

Network Load - Routing Algorithms
connection order MD/MH/LDAP/LLR/LDPL

L-I 10(2)/7(2)/22(4)/16(4)/10(2)
L-D 13(3)/7(2)/23(5)/15(4)/10(3)
L-O 8(2)/7(2)/16(5)/12(4)/10(2)

L-MMPP 13(3)/7(2)/23(3)/15(3)/10(3)
H-I 9(4)/12(4)/16(4)/12(2)/10(4)
H-D 12(5)/12(4)/16(4)/14(4)/13(5)
H-O 12(5)/10(5)/17(3)/13(6)/10(5)

Table B.9: Congestion Metrics: Average Time Congested for LITE and HEAVY load

Network Load - Routing Algorithms
connection order MD/MH/LDAP/LLR/LDPL

L-I 533/1236/322/533/583
L-D 361/1237/422/302/500
L-O 1253/1291/2282/1043/795

L-MMPP 524/1661+/647/448/865
H-I 518/2079/1133/1271/2197
H-D 1902/2361/10000+/2971/1746
H-O 4306/6268+/10000+/2971/5841+/6268+
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Table B.10: Congestion Metrics: Maximum Time Congested for LITE and HEAVY
load

Network Load - Routing Algorithms
connection order MD/MH/LDAP/LLR/LDPL

L-I 975/2306/522/645/975
L-D 729/2307/534/564/1167
L-O 2316/2316/2754/1197/1400

L-MMPP 1004/3000+/839/671/2105
H-I 652/6442/2382/2180/3552
H-D 2664/2940/10000+/5272/2136
H-O 6476/10000+/10000+/10000+/10000+
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Figure B.2: Number in system versus time for selected links in LITE-LOAD case
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C. Fault Recovery Routing: High

Penalty Cases and How to Avoid Them

Bj�rn J�ger
Department of Informatics, University of Bergen, Norway

C.1 Abstract

In this paper we consider the problem of fault recovery routing during traÆc
restoration in high speed virtual circuit packet switched wide area networks. A major
factor on network performance after a failure is the transient congestion that results
from restored virtual circuits attempting to send out the backlog of packets accumulated
for retransmission since the failure. Routing can to a large extent control this transient
congestion. We demonstrates two cases, the Link Sharing Case and the Bottleneck Link
Case, that is not considered by current fault recovery routing schemes, but which may
cause routing decisions that degrades network performance after a failure. The Link
Sharing Case is caused by situations in which restored connections are routed over paths
with links in common, even if alternative link disjoint restoration paths are available.
The Bottleneck Link Case is caused by situations in which restored connections are
routed over paths containing one or more bottleneck links, when alternative paths with a
more favorable placement of bottleneck links exists. We propose modi�cations of current
fault recovery routing schemes in order to alleviate the negative e�ects on network
performance caused by the two cases. An integer programming (IP) formulation of the
fault recovery routing problem is given for both cases incorporating the modi�cations,
and results from simulations illustrating the e�ects of the modi�cations are reported.
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C.2 Introduction

Minimizing the impact of failures on services in high speed connection ori-
ented packet switched networks, such as Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) or the
emerging integrated services Internet, is a problem of growing importance due to the
increased demand for information transfer. The topic of fault recovery has received
attention in the literature with work on restoration of the physical-, logical-, or traÆc-
level [1, 23, 28, 37, 56, 34, 33, 32, 13]. This work focuses primarily on physical layer
restoration, or logical layer (i.e. virtual path (VP) layer in ATM) restoration, and
mainly for single link failures. In many networks it is not cost e�ective to provide for
physical level restoration, and physical level restoration is not applicable in all failure
scenarios. Also, logical level restoration may not be able to restore all virtual circuits
in certain failure scenarios since it is rerouting the bundle of connections within a vir-
tual path simultaneously as one unit, and the spare bandwidth needed can be higher
than available. Thus a fault recovery procedure for individual connections at the traÆc
layer is needed. In addition, recovery at the traÆc level is potentially the most capacity
eÆcient level to do restoration on since the demand is being restored in small units of
bandwidth.

A network failure typically cause many virtual circuits to be disrupted, some of
which may serve applications that require retransmission of lost packets. The packets to
be retransmitted create a backlog at the traÆc source that combined with the collective
attempt to reestablish connections may cause undesirable transients and congestion in
the network. In [22] Tipper et al. showed that retransmissions of backlogs cause a
transient congestion which is the dominant factor on network performance immediately
after a failure, and that if this congestion is not controlled it can spread and lead to
a network breakdown (zero throughput). In [37] it is shown that routing controls
the transient congestion to a large extent. Further it is shown that standard routing
algorithms based on minimizing the steady state network delay may not be appropriate
for rerouting disrupted connections due to the nonstationary conditions immediately
after a failure. Hence dedicated fault recovery routing schemes are called for, and
several schemes have been proposed in the literature each with their own characteristics
regarding how they control the congestion with respect to the duration (length of the
congestion in seconds), the spatial distribution (area a�ected), and the path badput
(data loss). Path badput is de�ned as the sum of link badput for links along the path.
Link badput is an absolute measure of number of packets transported on a link that is
dropped later on at the interface of another link in the path.

Routing schemes normally calculate the path cost W of routing a virtual
circuit k along a path j as the sum of link costs v` for each link ` along the path.
Following the approach in [37] the path cost can be written as:

Wkj =
LX

`=1

Æ`kjv` (1)

where L is the ordered set of directed links in the network and Æ`kj is link indicator
functions determined from the topology for the considered sets of disrupted virtual
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circuits, K, and the set of corresponding alternative paths, Pk. Fault recovery routing
schemes proposed vary by how the link costs v` are speci�ed. In this paper we consider
the following �ve schemes each with di�erent characteristics regarding duration and
spatial distribution: The Minimum Delay (MD) routing scheme use a link cost propor-
tional to the derivative of the link queueing delay based on an M/M/1 type model as
discussed in [16].

MD : v` =
C`

(R`)2
; 8 ` (2)

C` is the total capacity of link ` of which a residual capacity R` is available after the
failure for restoration purposes. Minimum Hop (MH) routing uses a load independent
constant link cost equal to the hop count [37]. The MH approach results in the number
of nodes directly handling rerouted connections being minimized since the restoration
paths are as short as possible. Thus MH attempts to isolate and restrict the physical
area of the congestion occurring due to rerouting.

MH : v` = 1; 8 ` (3)

Load Distribution Among Paths (LDAP) uses the negative of the residual capacity as
the link cost, resulting in selecting the route with the maximum residual bandwidth
[37]. The LDAP approach distributes the potential congestion among the various links
in the network in order not to degrade the performance seriously at any particular link.

LDAP : v` = �R` 8 l (4)

An alternate approach to load distribution is to combine LDAP and MH by distributing
the load on all links leading out of a source node ŝk for a virtual circuit k, adding a
cost equal to the hop count for the remaining links [37]. This technique is termed Load
Distribution among Primary Links (LDPL).

LDPL : v` =
C`

R`

for ` : ŝk = ~s` and v` = 1; 8` : ŝk 6= ~s` (5)

where ~s` is the source node of each link `. The last scheme considered is Least Loaded
Route (LLR) [48], in which the path cost is equal to the cost of the most loaded link
in the path in order to avoid paths with bottleneck links.

LLR : v` = �R` for ` : ~s` = �sj and v` = 0; 8` : ŝ` 6= �sj (6)

where �sj is the source node of the most loaded link in path j.
A weakness with calculating the path cost as a sum of the link cost is that

the cost of a path does not reect where in a path a link is placed, nor does it consider
the distribution of load among the links in a path. In this paper we how that this may
lead to routing decisions that have a negative e�ect on the network performance after
a failure. We call this case the Bottleneck Link Case. A Bottleneck Link is de�ned as
a link with lower residual capacity than the link upstream from the Bottleneck Link
in a given path. It is termed a Bottleneck Link since, during restoration, when the
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restoration mechanism tries to use all spare network resources to work o� the backlogs,
the link upstream from the Bottleneck Link will be used to its maximum. Then when
the data stream reach the Bottleneck Link, the link will typically congest causing
packets to be dropped.

The situation during restoration with many connections that need to be re-
stored simultaneously, require special attention regarding how disrupted connections
are processed. Normally as each connection is identi�ed, the restoration process pro-
ceed for each individual connection by �nding all alternative paths (usually precom-
puted), calculating the cost of each path according to a selected routing algorithm,
and picking the minimum cost path to be used as restoration path for the connection.
A weakness of this approach is the independent processing of each connection within
each source node since by this method the cost of a path will not reect whether link
sharing among restoration paths occur. In this paper we show that link sharing among
restoration paths can prolong the duration of the transient congestion, extend the spa-
tial distribution, and increase the path badput. We call this case the Link Sharing
Case.

In light of the weaknesses of current approaches, we propose general modi-
�cations of fault recovery routing algorithms in order to alleviate the negative e�ects
on network performance. For the Link Sharing Case a new constraint restricting the
total number of restored connections using a link is proposed. For the Bottleneck Link
Case a penalty cost is added to backup paths with unfavorable load distribution along
the path. The general applicability of these ideas is illustrated by using the �ve fault
recovery routing schemes summarized above.

We address the fault recovery routing problem in the context of distributed
dynamic restoration of individual connections using source node routing. In source
node routing each node maintains a database of the network topology, and determines
a route through the network for all virtual circuits originating at the node. This
approach is used by ATM Forum's PNNI routing of switched virtual circuits [30]. Note
that we focus on fault recovery routing at the traÆc layer (ATM Virtual Circuit (VC)
layer), however the results are applicable at the logical layer (ATM Virtual Path (VP)
layer) as well, and for connections using Multi Protocol Label Switching (MPLS) paths
in the emerging integrated services internet [55, 57].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section C.3 we illustrate the
basic idea of Link Sharing Case by giving a sample network together with simulation
results and the integer program (IP) formulation of the problem. In Section C.4 we
illustrate the basic idea of the Bottleneck Link Case in the same manner by giving a
sample network, showing simulation results, and by stating the IP problem for handling
this case. Lastly, in Section C.5 we summarize the results.

C.3 The Link Sharing Case

In this section we illustrate the basic idea of the Link Sharing Case by giving
a very simple example. The sample network used consists of �ve nodes, jN j = 5,
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Table C.1: Virtual circuit setup for the Link Sharing example network

path demand
VC1 1{5 0.1
VC2 1{5 0.1
VC3 1{5 0.1
VC4 1{2 0.4
VC5 1{3 0.8
VC6 1{4 0.7
VC7 2{5 0.4
VC8 3{5 0.8
VC9 4{5 0.7

Table C.2: Path costs for the �ve alternative routing schemes

Alternative path 1{2{5 1{3{5 1{4{5
MH 2 2 2
MD 5.6 50 11.1
LDAP -1.2 -0.4 -0.6
LDPL 2.7 6 4.3
LLR -0.6 -0.2 -0.3

and seven directed links, jLj = 7, as shown in Figure C.1. Before failure, we all links
operates in steady state mode carrying a the load of 9 VC-connections as shown in
Table C.1. Three VC's with source node 1 and destination node 5 routed along path
1-5 are shown explicitly, the remaining VC's are background traÆc and is not shown
in the �gure. The residual capacity available for restoration purposes are indicated on
each link in the �gure. Now consider that link 1-5 fails, VC1, VC2 and VC3 using the
link needs to be rerouted by node 1. From the �gure we see that there exists three
alternative paths for each VC. The cost for each path is calculated by each of the �ve
routing algorithms given in Section C.2 and summarized in Table C.2. From the table
we see that all of the routing algorithms cause path 1{2{5 to be selected (except MH
which is indi�erent on which path to choose).

To compare the actual network performance of this routing decision with
other alternatives a simulation model of the network was developed using the SLAM II
simulation language [54]. The following three routing alternatives were simulated. In
alternative 1 we used path 1{2{5 for all three VC's as found by the routing algorithms.
In alternative 2 VC1 and VC 2 were routed on 1{2{5 and VC 3 on 1{4{5, and in
alternative 3 the VC's were distributed with one restored VC on each path, i.e. VC1
on 1{2{5, VC2 on 1{3{5 and VC3 on 1{4{5. The routing algorithms were implemented
in the simulation in a distributed fashion with each node maintaining a local cost table
of the network links with periodic cost updates. In the simulation model the capacity
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Figure C.1: Sample network illustrating the Link Sharing Case

of each link was normalized to one, all packets/cells are of �xed length one, and the
bu�er size at each link is 20 (the system size is 21). Thus, the service rate of each link
is one packet/cell per simulation time unit. The packet/cell arrival processes for each
VC were modeled as independent Poisson processes with �xed mean rate. A maximum
steady-state link utilization threshold of 0.9 was used for all links giving a probability of
blocking for a maximum loaded link of 1:21 � 10�2. We assume that the time to detect
a failure and notify source nodes is one second, and that all dropped packets need
retransmission from the source. The resulting backlogs at the virtual circuit sources
was determined using the normalization approach given in [22].

Plots of the transient link behavior for each of the three alternatives are shown
in the Figures C.3, C.4, and C.5 respectively. The unit along the X-axis is seconds
with time zero representing the time of reconnection, and along the Y-axis the unit is
Number in System (number of packets in bu�er plus one in server). The simulation
results are summarized in Table C.3. From the results we see that the best routing
decision is Alternative 2, and not Alternative 1 as selected by all the routing schemes
considered, since the duration is reduced by 50%, the number of links congested is
the same (2), and the path badput is reduced by approximately 34% for Alternative 2
in comparison with Alternative 1. This shows the possible negative e�ect on network
performance caused by using existing routing schemes. Alternative 3 performs worse
than Alternative 1 and 2 with respect to all metrics. Thus, a distribution of VC's
over alternative paths should consider the level of spare capacity available along the
alternative paths.
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Table C.3: Numerical results for Link Sharing Among Restored VC's

Alternative 1 Alternative 2 Alternative 3
max VC's pr link no limit 2 1
path selected VC1 1{2{5 1{2{5 1{2{5
path selected VC2 1{2{5 1{2{5 1{3{5
path selected VC3 1{2{5 1{4{5 1{4{5
avg. time congested 1164 581 1248+
max time congested 1275 649 3000+
links used (congested) 2(2) 4(2) 6(3)
cells dropped 104 66 130

C.3.1 IP Problem Formulation for the Link Sharing Case

In this section we de�ne an IP optimization model for the fault recovery
routing problem with a constraint on the maximum number of restored virtual circuit
for each link. The problem is formulated as a special case of a multicommodity ow
problem in which each virtual circuit k de�nes a separate non-dividable commodity
with a source node ŝk, a destination node êk, and an equivalent bandwidth (demand)
of dk. For each virtual circuit k, let Pk denote the ordered set of all potential directed
paths j from sk to ek in an underlying connection oriented packet switched network
G = (N;L) where N is the ordered set of nodes with sk 2 N and ek 2 N , and L
is the ordered set of directed links ` in the network, ` 2 L. Note that the set of
potential paths between a source and a destination node might be di�erent from the
set of possible paths between the source and the destination node. Typically the path
set is restricted by a hop count limit in order for the network to be able to ful�ll the
end-to-end QoS requirements of a connection, and to reduce the search space. Each
link ` 2 L has a source node ~s`, an end node ~e`, a capacity C`, and a residual capacity
R` which can be used for rerouting virtual circuits. Let K denote the set of disrupted
virtual circuits k, k 2 K. Two binary decision variables ykj and xk are:

ykj = 1 if virtual circuit k is routed on path j 2 Pk

ykj = 0 if virtual circuit k is not routed on path j 2 Pk

xk = 1 if virtual circuit k is rejected

xk = 0 if virtual circuit k is not rejected

The path-selection variable ykj speci�es the path j on which the virtual circuit
k is routed. Since it might be the case that there is not enough available capacity to
restore all of the disrupted virtual circuits, the rejection variable xk for virtual circuit
k is de�ned. Let the cost of routing virtual circuit k on path j be Wkj as described
in Equation 1, and let the cost of rejecting virtual circuit k be Ok. The Maximum
number of restored virtual circuits allowed on a link l is M`, and the source node and
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end node of the most loaded link along a path j is �sj and �ej respectively. Given the
notation above the problem of selecting a route for each disrupted virtual circuit can
be formulated as:

min
ykj ;xk

KX

k=1

PkX

j=1

Wkjykj +
KX

k=1

Okxk (7)

s:t:
PkX

j=1

ykj + xk = 1; 8k 2 K (8)

KX

k=1

PkX

j=1

dkÆ
`
kjykj � R`; 8` 2 L (9)

KX

k=1

PkX

j=1

Æ`kjykj �M`; 8` 2 L (10)

ykj = 0 or 1; xk = 0 or 1; 8k 2 K; 8j 2 Pk (11)

In the objective function (7) the �rst term is the cost of choosing the jth path for
virtual circuit k, while the second term is the cost of rejecting virtual circuit k. Link
indicator functions Æ`kj = 1 if the jth path for virtual circuit k uses link `, Æ`kj = 0
otherwise. The formulation above has a simple constraint structure since we consider
paths (instead of links). A discussion on the path formulation in general can be found
in e.g. [53]. There is a single constraint (8) for each virtual circuit k 2 K which states
that a virtual circuit is either routed on a path j 2 Pk or rejected. Also, there is a
single constraint (9) for each link ` 2 L which states that the sum of the demands of
the virtual circuit passing through the link can not exceed the residual capacity R` of
the link. The set of constraints (10) ensures that a maximum of M` disrupted virtual
circuits are rerouted on link l. The last set of constraints (11) ensures that a maximum
of one route is chosen for a virtual circuit, and that a virtual circuit is either rejected
or not. The residual link capacity R` is found by subtracting from C` the capacity of
all working virtual circuit's and a small �xed portion of the link capacity reserved for
control traÆc. The problem formulation above is adopted from the formulation given
in our paper [37] with the addition of the set of constraints (10) restricting the number
of rerouted virtual circuits per link. This formulation is based on exact information
on the network link status and the routing decision is done in a centralized manner.
In an actual implementation, source-node based routing makes routing decisions in a
distributed manner based on delayed information about network link status. Thus sub-
optimal routing decisions will be performed. However, the results from the model can
be used in a simulation environment as a benchmark with which distributed routing
decisions can be compared (see [37] for such a study). Also note that the IP-problem is
NP-hard, making it impossible to get optimal solutions in real time for large networks.
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Table C.4: Virtual circuit setup for the Bottleneck Link example network

path demand
VC1 1{8 0.1
VC2 10{6{8 0.4
VC3 10{6 0.4
VC4 9{6{8 0.4
VC5 9{6 0.4
VC6 1{2{4{6 0.4
VC7 1{3{5{7{8 0.4
VC8 3{5 0.4

C.4 The Bottleneck Link Case

In this section we illustrate the basic idea of the Bottleneck Link Case by
giving a very simple example. The sample network used consists of ten nodes, jN j = 10,
and eleven directed links, jLj = 11, as shown in Figure C.2. Before failure, we all links
operates in steady state mode carrying a the load of 8 VC-connections as shown in
Table C.4. VC1 with source node 1 and destination node 8 routed along path 1-8 is
shown explicitly, the remaining VC's are background traÆc and is not shown in the
�gure. The residual capacity available for restoration purposes are indicated on each
link in the �gure. Now consider that link 1-8 fails. VC1 being the only VC using the
link needs to be rerouted by node 1. From the �gure we see that there exists two
alternative paths with identical link load along the path, i.e. both have the unordered
set of residual capacities f0:2; 0:6; 0:6; 0:6g. Thus, the cost of the two alternative paths
are the same for all routing algorithms that calculate path cost as a sum of link costs.
This means that the routing algorithms are indi�erent to which path to select (causing
a random one to be selected in practice). To compare the network performance of the
two alternative paths a simulation model of the network was developed using the SLAM
II simulation language in the same manner as described in Section C.3. A simulation
was performed for each path. The same type of plots of the transient link performance
as in the Link Sharing Case in Section C.3 were obtained (not shown), the results are
summarized in Table C.5.

From the table we see that the performance of the two paths is very di�erent.
Alternative path 2 (1{3{5{7{8) outperforms alternative path 1 (1{2{4{6{8) for all met-
rics. The duration of the congestion is slightly shorter, the number of links congested
is half, and the number of cells dropped is only one �fth for path 2 in comparison with
path 1.

This shows that the position of a bottleneck link in a path may have a negative
e�ect on the network performance after the failure. Note that the background traÆc
along the two paths are di�erent, in path 1{2{4{6{8 additional traÆc enters at node 6
from the 10{6 and 9{6 links. This skewed distribution is not considered by the routing
algorithms. We also performed simulations of this network with identical background
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Figure C.2: Sample network illustrating the Bottleneck Link Case

Table C.5: Numerical results for the Bottleneck Link Example

Alt. path 1 Alt. path 2
1{2{4{6{8 1{3{5{7{8

avg. time congested 606 634
max time congested 1563 1118
links used (congested) 4(4) 4(2)
cells dropped 928 185

traÆc along the paths. In this case the performance metrics of the two alternatives
were practically identical, which is as expected for this simple example with no cross
links along the paths (the detailed results are not included for brevity). However,
routing over a path that drops packets late in the path is worse than routing over a
path that drops the same number of cells early in the path since the capacity used by
links along the path could potentially be used by other connections. Consequently an
additional punishment cost should be added to the path with a late bottleneck link.
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C.4.1 IP Problem Formulation for the Bottleneck Link Case

Here we modify the notation given in Section C.3.1 by removing the set of
constraints (10) and adding a punishment cost Bkj for routing virtual circuit k on a
path j. We de�ne Bkj to be proportional to the decrease in residual capacity when
entering bottleneck links, and to the distance of bottleneck links from the source node.
Let H be the ordered set of hops h, h 2 H, along a path j 2 Pk. (A hop is analogus
to a link, here we introduce the hop since a link is from within the ordered set L of
all links in the network). For a decrease in residual capacity between two hops (links)
along a path the punishment cost is:

maxf0; Rh � Rh+1g (12)

To make the size of the punishment cost proportional to the distance from the source
node we multiply by a distance factor f :

f(maxf0; Rh �Rh+1g) (13)

Here we set the distance factor f equal to the number of link hops from the source
minus 1, thus for a path with maximum jHj hops Bkj can be written as:

Bkj =
jHjX

h=1

Æ`kjf(maxf0; Rh �Rh+1g) (14)

The problem of selecting a route for each disrupted virtual circuit can be formulated
as:

min
ykj ;xk

KX

k=1

PkX

j=1

(Wkj +Bkj)ykj +
KX

k=1

Okxk (15)

s:t:
PkX

j=1

ykj + xk = 1; 8k 2 K (16)

KX

k=1

PkX

j=1

dkÆ
`
kjykj � R`; 8` 2 L (17)

ykj = 0 or 1; xk = 0 or 1; 8k 2 K; 8j 2 Pk (18)

In the objective function (15) the �rst term is the cost of choosing the jth path for
virtual circuit k plus the cost of eventual bottleneck links in the path. The second term
is the cost of rejecting virtual circuit k. The rest of the formulation is as in Section
C.3.1 with the set of constraints (10) removed.
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Figure C.3: Transient link behavior alternative 1 for the Link Sharing Case

C.5 Summary

In this paper we showed two fault recovery routing cases that can severely
a�ect the performance of a network after a failure, the Link Sharing Case and the
Bottleneck Link Case. The possible negative e�ect on network performance were illus-
trated by simulations of two simple networks. In order to better control the transient
congestion and reduce the possible negative e�ects of the two cases we proposed two
general modi�cations of routing algorithms. For the Link Sharing Case we suggested
to use a maximum number of restored virtual circuits per link in order to avoid that
too many restored connections are routed over a common link. For the Bottleneck
Link Case we proposed to add a punishment cost to paths that have an unfavorable
load distribution among the links. Speci�cally we suggested the punishment cost of
a bottleneck link to be equal to the reduction in residual capacity when entering the
link weighted by the distance of the bottleneck link from the source node. An integer
programming (IP) formulation of the fault recovery routing problem was given for both
cases incorporating the suggested modi�cations.
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Figure C.4: Transient link behavior alternative 2 for the Link Sharing Case
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Figure C.5: Transient link behavior alternative 3 for the Link Sharing Case
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D.1 Abstract

In this paper we propose a priority scheme for reconnection of virtual cir-
cuits (VCs) in ATM networks that have been disrupted by a failure. ATM networks
o�er several service categories each designed to handle applications with speci�c traÆc
characteristics. A failure typically results in a large number of disrupted connections
in each category, all of which must be restored simultaneously. A critical issue in the
restoration is the order in which the service categories are processed, and the order
of processing the connections and routing within each category. The proposed priority
scheme aims at minimizing the impact of a failure on the network.
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D.2 Introduction

A basic challenge in ATM networking is meeting user demand for reliability
and fault tolerance in a cost e�ective manner. The topic of fault recovery in ATM
networks has received special attention recently with work on physical layer, logical
layer (i.e., virtual path (VP) layer in ATM) and VC layer restoration appearing in the
literature [32, 56, 13, 34, 28, 37].

One aspect of fault recovery at the VP and VC layers that has been ignored
is the ordering of VPs and VCs for rerouting. This problem can be seen by considering
a wide area ATM network which uses source node routing of the VCs. In source
node routing, each network node maintains a database of the network topology and
determines the route through the network for all VCs originating at the node. The
PNNI routing scheme developed by the ATM Forum for switched VC routing within
a peer group adopts this approach [30]. In the event of a failure the VCs using the
failed device are disrupted and need to be reconnected if possible. The source nodes
for the VCs that were traversing the failed device are responsible for the restoration of
the a�ected VCs, as discussed in the ATM Forum. A failure typically results in several
nodes being sources for failed VCs with each having many VCs to simultaneously
restore, possibly on the order of tens of thousands. The way in which the VCs are
processed will determine in part, if the connection is restored, the delay in reconnection
and the QoS provided after restoration.

In this paper we propose a restoration priority scheme based in part on the
ATM service classes, which aims at minimizing the impact of a failure on the network
while providing users the best possible service. The scheme involves both a priority
for reconnection among ATM service classes and a rule for ordering and routing VCs
within a service class. This is based in part on our earlier work on ATM fault recovery
routing [37]. The proposed scheme is formulated within the context of switched VC
routing but is applicable to VP restoration as well.

Note, that after a failure all cells are lost for the duration of the restoration
period causing service disruption ranging from msec to several seconds and beyond
depending on the type of failure and the restoration strategy. How long an acceptable
disruption period is varies with the type of application, the protocol used and the pro-
tocol settings [2]. It has been shown that the dominant factor on network performance
immediately after a failure is the transient congestion due to retransmission of dropped
cells [22]. Studies have shown [22] that this additional load is the reason for bu�er over-
ow at both the source node switch and at the bu�ers of other nodes along the path
to the destination. Note that a dropped cell may trigger a packet retransmission at
a higher level causing the number of retransmitted cells to be larger then the num-
ber dropped. How traÆc sources handle retransmissions is therefore a primary issue
to address when developing a priority scheme. Hence, the priority traÆc restoration
technique proposed here is based in part on minimizing the number of dropped cells
that need retransmission, thus reducing the transient congestion.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present a dis-
cussion of ATM service categories and retransmission of lost cells. Section 3, discusses
the timing of the fault recovery process. In Section 4 the ordering of VCs for processing
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at a source node is discussed. Section 5 presents the proposed priority fault recovery
scheme and an evaluation of its performance. Lastly, Section 6 summarizes the paper.

D.3 Service Categories

The �ve service categories supported by ATM networks are [31]: Constant Bit
Rate (CBR), real-time Variable Bit Rate (rt-VBR), non-real-time Variable Bit Rate
(nrt-VBR), Available Bit Rate (ABR), and Unspeci�ed Bit Rate (UBR). Considering
the ATM service classes, in terms of retransmission of dropped cells the following
general behavior is found.
CBR and rt-VBR applications

The CBR and rt-VBR categories have identical timing requirements, and are
suited for real-time applications. Under normal operation it is assumed that the cell-
loss-rate (CLR) is suÆciently small to be ignored by the application. Applications in
these categories are not likely to retransmit lost cells since they will be of little or no
value for the application.
nrt-VBR applications

The nrt-VBR category has cell-transfer-delay (CTD) guarantees but no guar-
antees regarding cell-delay-variations (CDV) making it suitable for response-time-
critical data applications. For these applications all cells are vital, and lost cells are
retransmitted. Under normal operation this class guarantees a low CLR, which means
that retransmission of these cells does not place signi�cant additional burden on the
network. In case of a failure all cells lost during the restoration period must be re-
transmitted. Since this additional traÆc load is due to a network failure (the user is
not at fault) it behooves the network provider to carry this traÆc in a timely fashion.
ABR applications

Under normal operation, the CLR is low since the sources adjust cell ow in
response to network abilities provided by control information. Lost cells are expected to
be retransmitted causing no signi�cant extra burden on the network. Upon a network
failure, the sources are noti�ed of the network degradation by the missing control-cells.
The application is then expected to temporarily stop transmitting until the restoration
procedure is completed.
UBR applications

Both under normal and failure operation lost cells are expected to be valuable
for the application and retransmitted. However, the UBR service category is expected
to be run in a private environment which is not a multi-service environment (e.g., LAN)
and we ignore this category.

D.4 Timing Considerations

A network failure causes a service outage until the failed component is �xed
or until the traÆc is restored around the failure. In studying the outage time it is
useful to consider a single VC traversing multiple ATM switches. The source switch
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is the �rst access switch next to the calling party, and the last switch of a VC is the
destination switch since it is next to the called party. Consider a link failure between
two intermediate switches along the VC path. We denote the neighboring switches of
a failed link as the upstream and downstream switches, where the downstream switch
is the one closest to the destination switch. In general, the outage time consists of the
following components: Detection, Noti�cation, Route Selection and Rerouting. We
briey discuss each in turn.
Detection Time: The detection time varies considerably depending on the type of
failure occured (line card, software, etc.). For the speci�c case of a physical layer failure,
the failure is detected by the downstream switch and reported to the local ATM Layer
Management. The reporting of a physical layer failure to the ATM Layer Management
occurs within an unspeci�ed vendor speci�c time period [60]. There is a variation in
the detection time at the physical layer as well. For example, the ATM Forum calls
for detection of loss-of-signal within 100 �sec and for loss-of-frame within 3 msec.
Noti�cation Time: Upon detecting a failure a switch noti�es the other switches along
the path towards the destination using the dedicated Fault Management operation-
and-maintenance (OAM) cells called alarm-indication-signal (AIS) cells. According to
ATM Forum speci�cations, within 250 �sec after the destination switch has received
the AIS cells, the switch generates a remote-defect-indication (RDI) OAM cell which
is sent upstream to the source switch. This noti�cation is used to trigger the dynamic
rerouting process in the source switch and other failure dependent operations like
stoping billing. Typically the RDI signal must persist for a certain vendor speci�c time
length before the source switch considers a failure to have occurred. Note that each
failed VC within a source node receives the RDI-cells at di�erent points of time since
the distance from the source to the destination generally varies for each VC, and the
signalling might use connections of varying length and speed. A simple method for
reducing the noti�cation time is that if once the �rst failed VC RDI cell is received,
the source node checks if any of its other orginating VCs are also a�ected by the failed
device in order to start restoration immediately rather than wait on the RDI cells.
Route Selection Time: When a source switch is noti�ed of a failed VC it releases all
resources allocated to the failed VC and tries to select a new route for the VC. In ATM
PNNI routing [30] each switch maintains a topology database containing the cost of
using each link in the network. Also, to speed up the routing computation each node
maintains a precomputed set of alternative routes between each source destination
pair that is determined from the network topology (usually restricted by a hop count
limit). The link cost database is updated periodically with each node notifying the
other nodes of its current cost using a ooding approach. In addition, asynchronous
updating of the link cost occurs whenever a link utilization changes by an amount
exceeding a prede�ned threshold. Based on the cost of each individual link, the path
cost can be calculated. There is no standard routing algorithm speci�ed and the cost
of a path can be calculated in several ways. In [37] we studied the behavior of four
di�erent routing algorithms for fault recovery in ATM and their e�ects on call blocking,
demand restored, route selection and the transient network congestion. The routing
schemes considered were:
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1. Minimum Delay (MD) routing uses a link cost proportional to the deriva-
tive of the link queueing delay based on an M/M/1 model as in [35].

2. Minimum Hop (MH) routing uses a load independent constant link cost.
The MH approach results in the number of nodes directly handling rerouted connec-
tions being minimized and the restoration paths are as short as possible. This method
attempts to isolate and restrict the physical area of congestion occurring due to rerout-
ing.

3. Load Distribution Among Paths (LDAP) uses the negative of the residual
capacity as link cost, resulting in selecting the route with the maximum residual band-
width. The LDAP approach distributes the potential congestion among the links in
the network in order to not degrade the performance at any one link.

4. Load Distribution among Primary Links (LDPL) focuses on VC source
nodes and attempts to balance the load on outgoing links. The link cost on the outgoing
links of the source node is inversely proportional to the residual capacity on the link,
downstream link costs are a load independent constant as in MH.

It was shown that each algorithm has advantages over the others depending on
the network load and which of the performance parameters (length of congestion period,
% demand restored, call blocking, etc.) one wants to emphasize. The computational
time used by a source node to select new paths is expected to be on the order of �sec
per VC, based on the measurements given in[51].
Rerouting Time: The rerouting of a VC is done using the same mechanisms as
when setting up a new VC. A setup message containing the destination address, the
desired traÆc and QoS-parameters is sent along the minimum cost path. The Con-
nection Admission Control (CAC) procedure at each switch along the path allocates
resources for the call, forwards the message to the next switch if suÆcient resources
were available, or sends a crank-back message back towards the source switch in order
to try to �nd another route. Upon receiving a crank-back message, each intermediate
switch release previously allocated resources. The call will be rejected if no alternative
route with suÆcient resources can be found. If the call is accepted by the network and
the destination, a connection acceptance message is sent back to the source and the
VC begins working. The VC setup time is a largely a function of the number of hops
traversed. Let t(H) denote the time it takes to reconnect a VC over a path with H
switch-hops. In our calculations we use the measurements from [51] where t(2)=395,
t(3)=535, t(4)=619, and t(5)=669, all in msec.

D.5 Ordering of Connections

The manner in which a source node processes the VCs for restoration will
a�ect; the routes selected, the connection blocking, the time to reconnect a speci�c
VC, and the length of the total restoration period. Basically there are two ways to
process the failed VCs either sequentially or in parallel. In the sequential method, at
each source node, each failed VC is connected/rejected before the next one is processed.
Whereas, in the parallel approach each source node sends out setup messages for it's
failed VCs as quickly as possible.
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If the sequential method is used the order in which the VCs are processed
can be done in several ways, here we consider two: 1) sorting the VCs by increasing
amount of bandwidth (i.e., demand), and 2) sorting the VCs by decreasing amount of
bandwidth. The �rst approach is expected to give the lowest call blocking rate, and
the second approach is expected to maximize the demand restored. This is con�rmed
by our results reported in [37]. The drawback of the sequential approach is the long
restoration time which is nearly a linear function of the failed VCs at a source node.

In order to reduce the total recovery time the parallel method can be adopted
whereby the setup messages for all failed VCs are distributed as fast as possible, the
source switch then handles the corresponding replies from the destination switches in
a FCFS order. A similar approach for restoration at the DCS cross connect level in
circuit switched networks is discussed in [2], where it is noted there are many practical
implementation hurdles in parallel recovery schemes. Note, that under heavy loading
conditions many failed setup attempts occur since the source nodes have inaccurate
link cost information, extending the restoration process possibly to the extent that no
gain in restoration time is achieved compared to the sequential approach.

Here, we use the sequential approach since in current ATM standards the
signalling for parallel VC setup is not available. Also, the sequential approach will
have better call acceptance and route selection behavior since link cost updates may
occur during the processing.

D.6 A Priority Restoration Scheme

Given the preceeding discussion we propose the following simple priority
scheme: 1) strict ordering among service categories; 2) speci�c routing scheme for
restoration within each category; and 3) speci�c ordering of VCs for processing within
each category. Note that all categories are handled in a strictly sequential order. We
revisit the ATM service categories to specify/justify the scheme.
nrt-VBR:

Since the nrt-VBR category is designed for applications requiring short re-
sponse time, low cell loss and retransmission of lost cells, this category is given the
highest restoration priority among the service categories. Within this category, the
MH-scheme is suggested for rerouting since it has the shortest Rerouting Time, which
will minimize the number of cells dropped. Further, in order to restore the maximum
number of failed VCs, the VCs are restored in increasing order of bandwidth.
CBR

The CBR category is designed for real-time applications which do not retrans-
mit lost cells. It is assumed that a short service interuption is acceptable while the
nrt-VBR connections are being restored giving CBR applications the second highest
restoration priority among the categories. Within this category, the MD-scheme is
suggested for rerouting, since it is optimal for steady state network conditions. More-
over, in order to restore the maximum amount of demand the VCs are restored in a
decreasing order of bandwidth. Note that, since CBR is expected to support telephony
with its relatively low service outage requirement [2] it is given priority over rt-VBR.
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rt-VBR
This category is designed for real-time applications which do not retransmit

lost cells, and the same reasoning as for CBR applies. This category is given the
third highest priority among categories and MD rerouting with decreasing bandwidth
ordering is used.
ABR

The ABR category is designed for applications which can adapt to changing
network performance. Hence, the number of dropped cells should be small. Further,
since it has no real-time requirements it is recommended to have the lowest restoration
priority among service categories. The LDAP-scheme is used for rerouting, since this
scheme distributes the congestion over the set of available paths and results in lower
call blocking. The VCs are restored in increasing order of bandwidth to the maximze
number of restored VCs.

Table 3 summarizes the priority scheme. In order to evaluate the e�ectiveness
of the priority scheme we studied a sample network and calculated outage times and
cells lost. To provide a basis for comparision under a common set of simpli�ed assump-
tions we studied using no priorities (random ordering) versus using the priority scheme.
The ten node, n = 10, network with jLj = 42 links shown in Figure 1 was studied. The
connectivity of the topology as measured by the average node degree is 4.2, which is
in the range of many existing networks. A C program model of the network was devel-
oped. The routing algorithms were implemented in the network model in a distributed
fashion with each node maintaining a local database of the link cost with periodic cost
updates. A hop count limit of �ve links was used in the model to restrict the number
of feasible paths and speed up the route selection. In the simulation the capacity of
each link was OC-3 rate. A maximum steady-state link utilization threshold of 0.9 was
used for all links and calls are blocked if no route can be determined without exceeding
the utilization threshold.

A sample set of results with no ABR traÆc are reported here for a lightly
loaded network with an average link utilization of 0.4 before the failure. Since the net-
work was lightly loaded all of the failed VCs were restored. A total of 100 experiments
were conducted, in each of them enough VCs were setup to create the average link
utilzation of 0.4 (� 500 VCs on average). The VC were set up with random source -
destination selection, random service category selection and random demands selected
from the following ranges: nrt-VBR: 9.6 - 155 Kbit/s, CBR: 9.6 - 15500 Kbit/s, and
rt-VBR: 9.6 - 3100 Kbit/s. The ranges were picked based on the rates of typical ap-
plications intended for these categories. A MMPP model was used for nrt-VBR traÆc
and a Possion model for rt-VBR

After the VC were set up, link 2-4 was failed which on average caused ap-
proximately 30 VCs to fail. The time to detect the failure at node 4 and notify the
source nodes was a constant of one second. The Route Selection time was set to 250
�sec per VC as in [51]. For each failed VC we calculated: the new path, the outage
time, and the number of cells lost. The results were then grouped by service category
and averaged over the 100 experments. This is summarized in Tables 1 and 2 for the
random ordering and priority schemes. The Outage Times in the tables represent the
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Category Outage Cells Routing
Time Lost Alg.

nrt-VBR 32.4 26,703.9 MD
CBR 32.8 557,343.0 MD
rt-VBR 35.3 121,239.2 MD

Table D.1: Summary for no priority restoration

Category Outage Cells Routing
Time Lost Alg.

nrt-VBR 20.8 5,271.9 MH
CBR 34.9 555,329.9 MD
rt-VBR 52.5 171,591.5 MD

Table D.2: Summary for priority scheme

mean outage time of all VCs in that category averaged over the 100 experiments. The
Cells Lost listed in the tables is the total number of cells lost by VCs in that category
averaged over the 100 experiments.

In comparing the results in Tables 1 and 2 we can see that the priority scheme
results in a short outage time and smaller number or cells lost for the nrt-VBR cate-
gory VCs. Speci�cally, the total number of lost cells for the nrt-VBR connections is
5272 under the priority scheme in comparision to 26703 lost cells under the random
case. Since these lost cells will need retransmission the reduction in the number lost
should signi�cantly improve network performance after the failure. This is at a cost of
increasing the average outage time for the CBR and rt-VBR connections from 32.8 to
34.9 seconds, and from 35.3 to 52.5 seconds respectively. Additional numerical results,
illustrating similar behavior (including ABR traÆc) are given in [58]. A more detailed
simulation study is underway and results including transient network congestion met-
rics and normalization times will reported in later versions of this paper. Lastly, we
note that in a real network each source node might have hundreds or even thousands
of failed connections to restore. Thus the number of lost cells will be more signi�cant
indicating that congestion will be a important issue. For these situations it generally
may not be possible to restore all nrt-VBR connections and still satisfy the recom-
mended restoration time constraints on the CBR and rt-VBR connections. Therefore
it might be better to use a scheduling scheme to give a time slot to each category. For
example, using the principle of weighted fair queueing common in processor sharing
algorithms, the time spent for each category can be set proportional to the number of
failed VCs in the category. This is currently under study.
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Figure D.1: Ten node network topology

Service retrans- priority routing ordering
category mission
rt-VBR no 3 MD decreasing
CBR no 2 MD decreasing
nrt-VBR yes 1 MH increasing
ABR maybe 4 LDAP increasing

Table D.3: Priority scheme

D.7 Summary

In this paper we presented a priority scheme for restoration of connections
in an ATM wide area network. Our numerical results show that the priority scheme
proposed signi�cantly reduces the amount of cells needing retransmission after a failure,
thereby reducing network congestion, at a cost of longer restoration times for lower
priority service categories.
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E.1 Abstract

In this paper we propose a fault recovery priority scheme for reconnection of
virtual circuits (VCs) in ATM networks. ATM networks o�er several service categories
each designed to handle applications with speci�c traÆc characteristics. A network
failure will typically result in a large number of disrupted VCs in each service category,
all of which need to be restored simultaneously. Critical issues during restoration are
the fault recovery routing algorithm used, the order of processing service categories and
individual connections, and how these strategies are combined during selection of new
paths and reestablishment of new connections. The proposed priority scheme aims at
minimizing the impact of a failure on the network while providing high priority users
the best possible service. The scheme is formulated within the context of switched VC
routing in ATM networks, but it is applicable to virtual path restoration as well. The
prioritized routing problem is formulated as a path ow integer programming problem
which is solved for several network load situations and compared with other routing
strategies. The results show that a dedicated fault recovery priority scheme can improve
the utilization of network resources.
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E.2 Introduction

A basic challenge in ATM networking is meeting user demand for reliability
and fault tolerance in a cost e�ective manner. The topic of fault recovery in ATM
networks has received special attention recently with work on the physical-, logical-, and
VC-layer restoration appearing in the literature [11, 33, 32, 20, 56, 13, 34, 37, 28, 23, 1].
This work focuses primarily on facility (i.e., physical) layer restoration or logical layer
(i.e., virtual path (VP) layer in ATM) restoration and mainly for a single link failure.
At the facility layer most of the work has been on provisioning spare network capacity
in the form of SONET rings, or using digital cross-connect systems to provide recovery
from single link failures in backbone networks. Note that this spare capacity is quite
costly and is unused during normal network operation. In the area of VP restoration
several algorithms for fault recovery have been proposed. These algorithms di�er by
how the locus of rerouting and the rerouting procedure are speci�ed. The locus of
rerouting determines which network node in the VP is responsible for rerouting. For
example the node adjacent to a failed link can be responsible for rerouting, or the source
node of the VP can decide the new route. Several fault recovery VP route selection
procedures have been proposed, ranging from preselected disjoint backup routes to
dynamic route selection. Suggestions for how to utilize the preselected backups include
reserving bandwidth on the backup route to guarantee its existence in the event of
a failure, and doing a dynamic search for the bandwidth over a group of prede�ned
backup routes. If the reserved bandwidth approach is adopted the maximum utilization
of the network is 50%. In many networks it is not cost e�ective to provide for facility
level restoration, and facility level restoration is not applicable in all failure scenarios.
Also, VP level restoration may not be able to restore all VCs in certain failure scenarios
since it is rerouting a bundle of VCs within a VP simultaneously as one unit, and
the spare bandwidth needed can be higher than available. Hence a multi-layer fault
recovery procedure is needed wherein a procedure for VC restoration is possible in
case the logical level or facility level restoration is not available, or can not address
a particular failure. Fault recovery at the VC level has the advantage of making
maximum use of network resources since the demand is being restored in small units
of bandwidth. Recently, work on fault recovery for ATM networks at the VC layer has
begun to appear [11, 37, 28, 59], focusing on routing after a failure.

One aspect of fault recovery at the VP and VC level that has been ignored is
the ordering of VPs and VCs for rerouting. This problem can be seen by considering
an arbitrary wide area ATM network which uses source node routing of the virtual
circuits. In source node routing, each network node maintains a database of the network
topology, and determines the route through the network for all VCs originating at the
node. The PNNI routing scheme developed by the ATM Forum for switched VC routing
within a peer group adopts this approach [30]. In the event of a failure we assume that
all the virtual circuits using the failed device are disrupted and need to be reconnected
if possible. The source nodes for the VCs that were traversing the failed device are
responsible for restoration of the a�ected virtual circuits, as is discussed in the ATM
Forum. A failure will typically result in several nodes being sources for a�ected virtual
circuits with each having many virtual circuits to simultaneously restore, possibly in
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the order of tens of thousands. The way in which the VCs are processed will determine
in part, if a connection is restored, the duration of the restoration for each connection,
and the QoS provided after restoration. In this paper we propose a restoration priority
scheme for ATM service categories which aims at minimizing the impact of a failure on
the network while providing users the best possible service. The scheme involves both
a priority for reconnection among ATM service categories and a strategy for ordering
and routing VCs within a service category. This is based in part on our earlier work
on ATM fault recovery routing [37]. Further, we formulate the VC routing problem for
a multi-service network as a path ow Integer Programming (IP) problem. By solving
this problem we �nd an optimal path set based on the information in the topology
database at the time of failure. This optimal routing approach requires a centralized
node with a global knowledge of the network to perform the search. Centralized control
is not recommended by the ATM standards due to scalability and reachability problems
[61]. However, �nding an optimal path set can be very useful as a benchmark to
compare with the path sets selected by distributed algorithms. Our numerical results
include both distributed source node routing techniques and centralized routing.

Note that after a failure the reconnection of the virtual circuits takes place
only after a time delay which consists of the time to detect the failure and set alarms,
the time to disseminate knowledge of the failure to the fault recovery mechanism, and
the time to reroute and setup the circuit. During the restoration time cells will be lost
from the disrupted VCs and depending on the application they may require retrans-
mission from the source. Note that a dropped cell may trigger a packet retransmission
at a higher level in the protocol stack causing the number of retransmitted cells to be
larger then the number dropped. The dropped cells in need of retransmission create
a backlog at the traÆc source that may result in congestion in the network. In [22]
Tipper et al. showed that the dominant factor on network performance immediately
after a failure is the transient congestion caused by retransmitted lost cells. Further,
in [22] it was pointed out that since many VCs needs to be restored simultaneously,
congestion control schemes are not entirely e�ective in preventing congestion. The im-
portance of transient congestion after failures has been noted in other contexts as well
(e.g. SS7 networks) [62, 43, 45]. Therefore the priority traÆc restoration technique
proposed here is based in part on minimizing the number of dropped cells that need
retransmission, thus reducing the transient congestion.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section E.3 , we present
a discussion of ATM service categories and retransmission of lost cells. Section E.4
discusses the timing of the fault recovery process. In Section E.5 the ordering of VCs
for processing at a source node is discussed. In Section E.6 the priority VC processing
scheme is proposed and Section E.7 presents the formulation of the fault recovery
rerouting problem as an integer programming problem. Section E.8 presents numerical
illustration of the performance before summing up the paper in Section E.9 .
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E.3 Service Categories and Retransmission of Lost

Cells

One of the primary bene�ts of ATM networks is that they can provide users
with a guaranteed network performance. To do this, the user must inform the network
upon connection setup of the requirements of the connection by specifying a set of
parameters describing the traÆc presented to the network, and a set of parameters de-
scribing the quality-of-service (QoS) required from the network. The traÆc descriptors
speci�ed by the connection are the peak-cell-rate (PCR), sustained-cell-rate (SCR) and
maximum burst size (MBS). The QoS parameters requested from the network by the
users include cell loss rate (CLR), cell transfer delay (CTD), and cell delay variation
(CDV) as appropriate. ATM networks o�er a speci�c set of service categories each
with a mix of traÆc and QoS parameters. Upon connection setup the user speci�es
the traÆc requirements for the connection and selects a category which supports the
QoS requirements needed. An ATM connection that is set up with speci�ed traÆc de-
scriptors constitutes a traÆc contract between the user and the network. The network
o�ers the type of QoS guarantee appropriate to the service category, as long as the user
keeps the traÆc on the connection within the range de�ned by the traÆc parameters.

The service categories supported by ATM networks are de�ned in [6], and
speci�ed in detail by the ATM Forum [31] as Constant-Bit-Rate (CBR), real-time
Variable Bit Rate (rt-VBR), non-real-time Variable Bit Rate (nrt-VBR), Available Bit
Rate (ABR), and Unspeci�ed Bit Rate (UBR). A brief description of the categories
follows.

� Constant Bit Rate (CBR): End-systems would use CBR connection types to
carry constant bit rate traÆc with a �xed timing relationship between cells, typi-
cally for circuit switched network emulation, for example to provide conventional
telephone service (POTS).

� real-time Variable Bit Rate (rt-VBR): The rt-VBR service category is used for
connections that carry variable bit rate traÆc, in which there is a �xed timing
relationship between cells; for instance, real-time applications which use variable
bit rate video compression such as video conferences or video playback. This
category is designed to be able to gain from statistical multiplexing of the con-
nections.

� non-real-time Variable Bit Rate (nrt-VBR): The nrt-VBR service category is used
for connections that carry variable bit rate traÆc in which there is no timing re-
lationship between cells, but a guarantee of QoS (e.g., cell loss rate or bandwidth
or latency) is still required. Such a service category is suitable for response
time critical data applications like transaction processing or the category might
be used for Frame Relay internetworking, in which the Committed Information
Rate (CIR) of the Frame Relay connection is mapped into a bandwidth guarantee
within the ATM network. Similar to rt-VBR, this category is designed to be able
to gain from statistical multiplexing of the connections.
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� Available Bit Rate (ABR): As with the nrt-VBR service, ABR supports variable
rate data transmissions and does not preserve any timing relationships between
source and destination. Unlike the nrt-VBR service, however, the ABR service
does not provide any guaranteed bandwidth to the user. Rather, the network
provides a "best e�ort" service, in which feedback ow control mechanisms (e.g.,
the EPRCA - enhanced proportional rate control algorithm) are used to adjust
the bandwidth available to the user { the allowed-cell-rate (ACR) { if the network
is not congested the bandwidth is increased, and the bandwidth is reduced when
there is congestion. Through such ow control mechanisms, the network can
control the amount of traÆc that it allows into the network, and minimize cell
loss within the network due to congestion. Typical applications for ABR are
LAN interconnection/internetworking services and LAN emulation. These are
usually supported by router-based protocol stacks like TCP/IP which can easily
vary their emission rate as required by the ABR rate control policy.

� Unspeci�ed Bit Rate (UBR): This category is intended for non-critical low pri-
ority applications within private environments (e.g. LANs) in which there is
no need for the guarantees or control mechanisms used in larger multi-service
networks. UBR sources are expected to transmit non-continuous bursts of cells
which will be handled by the network in a best e�ort manner.

There is no explicit priority �eld associated with ATM service categories,
though, as will be discussed, such priorities are required within ATM switches. Cur-
rently, the only indication of priority is within each ATM cell by the cell-loss-priority
(CLP) bit that is carried in the cell header; setting this bit to 1 (CLP=1) indicates
that the cell may be dropped, in preference to cells with CLP=0. While this bit may
be set by end-systems, it is more likely to be set by the network. To support multiple
traÆc categories, ATM switches must implement mechanisms for isolating the traÆc
ows of particular connection types from each other. Typically this can be done by
allocating di�erent priority levels to the di�erent service categories, so that the cells
of some connection types gain preferential access to scarce resources (e.g., bu�er space
and queue servers). Also, a priority scheme is necessary in order to specify how failure
states shall propagate across B-ISDN inter-carrier-interfaces where two ATM-networks
from di�erent providers/vendors are interconnected [60].

In case of a network failure all cells are lost for the duration of the restoration
period causing service disruption ranging from msec to several seconds and beyond de-
pending of the type of failure and the restoration strategy chosen. For some applications
the lost cells must be retransmitted causing an additional load on the network. Studies
have shown [22] that this additional load is the reason for bu�er overow at both the
source node switch and at the bu�ers of other nodes along the path to the destination.
Moreover, the cells dropped due to this overow also need to be retransmitted, adding
a positive feedback to the source further worsening the congestion. Hence, how the
various traÆc categories and the connections within them are processed will have a
major impact on the network performance after a failure.

For each of the �ve service categories de�ned by the ATM Forum we consider
the general behavior of applications in terms of retransmission of dropped cells.
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� CBR and rt-VBR: The CBR and rt-VBR categories have identical timing require-
ments (CTD and CDV), and are suited for real-time applications. Under normal
operation it is assumed that the CLR is suÆciently small to be ignored by the
application. During failure situations the CLR can be high, however applications
in these categories are not likely to retransmit lost cells since they will be of little
or no value for the applications.

� nrt-VBR: The nrt-VBR category has CTD guarantees but no guarantees regard-
ing CDV making it suitable for response-time-critical data applications. For these
applications all cells are vital, and lost cells are retransmitted. Under normal op-
eration this category guarantees a low CLR, which means that retransmission of
these cells does not place any signi�cant additional burden on the network. In
case of a failure all cells lost during the restoration period must be retransmit-
ted. This additional traÆc load is caused by a network failure, consequently the
network should carry this traÆc in a timely fashion minimizing the impact on
the user.

� ABR: The ABR category has no QoS requirements. Under normal operation, the
CLR is low since the sources adjust cell ow in response to network congestion
as indicated by control information. Lost cells are expected to be retransmitted
causing no signi�cant extra burden on the network. Upon a network failure the
sources are noti�ed of the network unavailability by the missing control-cells. The
application is then expected to temporarily stop transmitting until the restoration
procedure is completed.

� UBR: The UBR category has no QoS requirements. Both under normal and
failure operation lost cells are expected to be valuable for the application and
retransmitted. However, since the application itself is expected to be run in
a private environment which normally is not a multi-service environment, all
retransmissions are expected to be handled by the applications within that en-
vironment. In case applications use the UBR category in other environments
supporting multi-services, the network will not give any QoS guarantees for these
applications, and it will try to serve these applications in a best e�ort manner.
This will normally cause a large number of cells to be dropped since there is no
traÆc contract and no feedback mechanisms.

Table 1 summarizes the ATM service categories, traÆc descriptors appropri-
ate to each category, QoS parameters, and whether or not retransmission of dropped
cells is likely to occur.

E.4 Timing Considerations

A network failure causes a service outage until the failed component is �xed
or until the traÆc is restored around the failure. How long an acceptable disruption
is varies with the type of application, the protocol used, and the protocol settings.
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Table E.1: TraÆc parameters, QoS parameters and retransmission policy for ATM
service TraÆc parameters QoS parameters retransmission
category PCR SCR MBS CTD CDV CLR likely
CBR yes n/a n/a yes yes yes no
rt-VBR yes yes yes yes yes yes no
nrt-VBR yes yes yes yes no yes yes
ABR yes no no no no no yes
UBR yes no no no no no yes

Some applications within telemedicine, real-time control systems and military systems
depend upon uninteruptable service and need 100% restoration is less than a second.
Other applications such as telephony and data transactions need 100% restoration but
can tolerate outage periods of several seconds. Another group of applications is the one
used largely for entertainment purposes which can tolerate outage times in the order
of minutes. A detailed study of the impact of various outage times on di�erent types
of services in existing networks with segregated transport of each service type has been
performed by Sosnosky [2]. The four major restoration time targets found were: 1) 50
msec to < 200 msec; potential voiceband disconnects, trigger changeover of signaling
links, 2) 200 msec to < 2 sec; may drop voiceband calls depending on channel bank
vintage, 3) 2 sec to < 10 sec; call-dropping (all circuit switched services), potential
packet disconnects (X.25), potential data session timeouts, and 4) 10 sec to < 5 min;
packet (X.25) disconnects, data session timeouts. Restoration time above 5 minutes
are termed undesirable due to the social and business impacts it will cause. Thus,
the required restoration time vary for each type of service in existing networks. ATM
restoration schemes should restore connections within the same thresholds for similar
services to provide service continuity when integrated with existing networks. CBR
and rt-VBR being suitable for real-time applications like voice and video with CTD
and CDV requirement should be restored fast (within 2 seconds). The same applies
to nrt-VBR connections since they are suitable for response-time critical applications
with CTD requirements. ABR and UBR connections being mainly intended for data
applications with limited QoS requirements would accept outage times of up to 5
minutes.

In studying the timing of fault recovery it is useful to consider a single VC
traversing multiple switches in an ATM network. The source switch is the �rst access
switch next to the calling party, and the last switch of a connection is denoted as
the destination switch since it is next to the called party. Consider the scenario of
a link failure between two intermediate switches along the VC path. We denote the
neighboring switches of the failed link as the upstream and downstream switches, where
the upstream switch is in the direction of source switch, and the downstream switch is
in the direction of the destination switch. As the restoration is done on a connection-by-
connection basis, an upstream switch for one connection can be a downstream switch
for another connection.

The general reconnection mechanism speci�ed by ATM Forum works as fol-
lows: When the downstream switch of a failed link detects the failure, it sends a failure
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message downstream to the destination switch. The destination switch sends a failure
message back to the corresponding source switch of the connection via a signalling con-
nection. The source switch then release resources allocated to failed connections, �nds
alternative routes, and sets up new connections along the routes. An estimate of the
time to complete the restoration can be found by considering each step of the restora-
tion process for a single VC, namely: Detection of a failure, Noti�cation of the failure
to nodes responsible for restoration, Identi�cation of failed connections, Selection of
new paths for failed connections, and Establishment of connections along the new paths
(DeNISE) [7, 17]

� Detection Time: The detection time varies considerably depending on the type
of failure that occurs (e.g., �ber cut, line card, software, etc.). For the speci�c
case of a physical layer failure, the failure is detected by the downstream switch
and reported to the local ATM Layer Management. The reporting of a physical
layer failure to the ATM layer occurs within an unspeci�ed vendor speci�c time
period [60]. There is a variation in the detection time at the physical layer as
well. For example, the ATM Forum calls for detection of loss-of-signal within 100
�sec and for loss-of-frame within 3 msec.

� Noti�cation Time: Upon detecting the link failure the local ATM Layer Manage-
ment noti�es the other switches along the path downstream towards the destina-
tion switch by using the dedicated Fault Management operation-and-maintenance
(OAM) cells called alarm-indication-signal (AIS) cells. According to ATM Forum
speci�cations, within 250 micro-seconds after the destination switch has received
the AIS cells, the switch generates a remote-defect-indication (RDI) OAM cell
which is sent upstream to the source switch. This noti�cation is used to trigger
the dynamic rerouting process in each source switch and other failure dependent
operations. Typically the RDI signal must persist for a certain vendor speci�c
time before the source switch considers a failure to have occurred. Note that
each failed VC within a source node receives the RDI-cells at di�erent points of
time since the distance from the source to the destination generally varies for
each VC, and the signalling might use connections of varying length and speed.

� Identi�cation Time: The identi�cation of which of the connections within a source
node are a�ected by a failure requires no extra time since AIS and RDI cells are
sent for each individual failed VC.

� Path Selection Time: When a source switch is noti�ed of a failed VC it releases all
resources allocated to the failed VC, searches for new feasible paths, calculates the
cost of each path according to a routing algorithm, and selects the minimum cost
path. To speed up the search for feasible paths each node typically maintains
a precomputed set of alternative paths between each source destination pair.
The path cost Wkcj of routing a virtual circuit k of category c along a path j is
calculated as the sum of link costs M`c for each link ` along the path. In general
the link cost can di�er for each category c, thus the path cost can be speci�ed
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as:

Wkcj =
LX

`=1

Æ`kcjM`c (1)

where L is the ordered set of directed links in the network, and link indicator
functions Æ`kcj are determined from; the topology, the sets of disrupted virtual cir-
cuits Kc within each category c, the set of categories C, and the set of alternative
paths, Pkc for each failed VC k in a category c. The de�nition of these parameters
are further explained in Section E.7. No standard algorithm for calculating the
link cost M`c is speci�ed by ATM Forum. In [37] we studied the behavior of four
di�erent routing algorithms for fault recovery within a single service category and
their e�ects on network performance in terms of call blocking, demand restored,
route selection and the transient network congestion. The Minimum Delay (MD)
routing scheme use a link cost proportional to the derivative of the link queueing
delay based on an M/M/1 type model as discussed in [16].

MD : M` =
C`

(R`)2
; 8 ` (2)

C` is the total capacity of link ` of which a residual capacity R` is available
after the failure for restoration purposes. Minimum Hop (MH) routing uses
a load independent constant link cost equal to the hop count [37]. The MH
approach results in the number of nodes directly handling rerouted connections
being minimized since the restoration paths are as short as possible. Thus MH
attempts to isolate and restrict the physical area of the congestion occurring due
to rerouting.

MH : M` = 1; 8 ` (3)

Load Distribution Among Paths (LDAP) uses the negative of the residual capac-
ity as the link cost, resulting in selecting the route with the maximum residual
bandwidth [37]. The LDAP approach distributes the potential congestion among
the various links in the network in order not to degrade the performance seriously
at any particular link.

LDAP : M` = �R` 8 l (4)

An alternate approach to load distribution is to combine LDAP and MH by
distributing the load on all links leading out of a source node ŝk for a virtual
circuit k, adding a cost equal to the hop count for the remaining links [37]. This
technique is termed Load Distribution among Primary Links (LDPL).

LDPL : M` =
C`

R`

for ` : ŝk = ~s` and M` = 1; 8` : ŝk 6= ~s` (5)

where ~s` is the source node of each link `. It was shown that each algorithm
has advantages over the others depending on the network load and which of the
performance parameters (length of congestion period, % demand restored, call
blocking, etc.) one wants to emphasize. The computational time used by a source
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node to select new paths is expected to be on the order of �sec per VC, based
on the measurements given in [51].

� Establishment of VC Time (setup time): The reestablishment of a VC is ac-
complished using the same mechanisms as when setting up a new connection.
A setup message containing the destination address and the desired traÆc and
QoS-parameters is sent along the minimum cost path. The Connection Admis-
sion Control (CAC) procedure at each switch along the path allocates resources
for the call, forwards the message to the next switch if suÆcient resources were
available, or sends a crank-back message back towards the source switch in order
to try to �nd another route. Upon receiving a crank-back message, each interme-
diate switch releases previously allocated resources. The call will be rejected if no
alternative route with suÆcient resources can be found. If the call is accepted by
the network and the destination, a connection acceptance message is sent back
to the source and the VC begins working. The VC setup time is a largely a
function of the number of hops traversed. Let t(H) denote the time it takes to
reconnect a VC over a path with H switch-hops. In our calculations we use the
measurements from [51] where t(2)=395, t(3)=535, t(4)=619, and t(5)=669, all
in msec.

E.5 Ordering of VCs during rerouting

An interesting issue arises in fault recovery routing that does not occur in
normal network operation, namely that each source switch will typically have many
VCs within each category that needs to be rerouted all at once. Since after a failure
the total resources of the network are reduced, the network might not be able to restore
all failed connections. Consequently the network must decide which of the connections
to disconnect, and for the ones that can be restored the order of restoration must be
determined. Further, since each connection is mapped into one of �ve service categories,
the order in which the categories are processed must also be decided upon. Our initial
studies in [59] showed that the processing order of disrupted VCs will a�ect; the routes
selected, the connection blocking, the time used to reconnect a speci�c VC, and the
length of the total restoration period.

Basically there are two methods to process service categories and disrupted
VCs within each category; either sequentially or in parallel. In the sequential method
each disrupted VC within a service category is connected or rejected before the next
one is processed. The link cost database is updated after restoring each VC. When
all VCs within a category are processed the VCs in the next category are handled.
Whereas, in the parallel approach each source node selects new paths for all failed VCs
in all categories, then setup messages are sent out for these VCs as quickly as possible.
The link cost database is updated after restoring all VCs in all categories. Of course a
combination of sequential and parallel methods may be used. If the sequential method
is adopted the order in which the VCs are processed can be done in several ways, here we
consider two: 1) sorting the VCs by increasing amount of bandwidth (i.e., demand), and
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2) sorting the VCs by decreasing amount of bandwidth. The �rst approach is expected
to give the lowest call blocking rate, the second approach is expected to maximize the
demand restored. This is con�rmed by our results reported in [37]. The drawback of
the sequential approach is the long restoration time which is nearly a linear function
of the number of disrupted VCs at a source node. In order to reduce the setup time
parts of the restoration can be parallelized. For example the setup messages for all
disrupted VCs can be distributed as fast as possible in an almost simultaneous manner.
The source switch then handles the corresponding replies from the destination switches
in a �rst-come-�rst-serve order. A similar approach for restoration at the DCS cross
connect level in circuit switched networks is discussed in [2], where it is noted there are
many practical implementation hurdles in parallel recovery schemes. Note, that under
heavy loading conditions many failed setup attempts occur since the source nodes have
inaccurate link cost information, extending the restoration possibly to the extent that
no gain in restoration time is achieved compared to the sequential approach. Current
ATM standards adopt the sequential approach. So far no signalling for parallel VC
setup is standardized.

E.6 A Fault Recovery Priority Scheme

Given the preceding discussion we propose the following simple priority scheme:
1) strict ordering among service categories; 2) a speci�c routing scheme for restora-
tion within each category; and 3) a rule for ordering the VCs within each category for
restoration processing. We revisit the ATM service categories to specify and justify
the scheme. The result is summarized in Table E.2. Note that we have not included
the UBR category as it is intended for a private LAN environment.

� nrt-VBR: Since the nrt-VBR category is designed for applications requiring short
response time, low cell loss and retransmission of lost cells, this category is given
the highest restoration priority among the service categories. Within this cate-
gory the MH-scheme is used for rerouting since it has the shortest it Path Selec-
tion Time, which will minimize the number of cells dropped. Further, in order
to restore the maximum number of disrupted VCs, the VCs are restored in in-
creasing order of bandwidth.

� CBR: The CBR category is designed for real-time applications which do not re-
transmit lost cells. It is assumed that a short service interruption is acceptable
while the nrt-VBR connections are being restored giving CBR applications the
second highest restoration priority among the categories. With no retransmis-
sions the behavior is similar to steady state behavior. Consequently we adopt
the MD-scheme for rerouting in this category since it is optimal under steady
state network conditions. Moreover, in order to restore the maximum amount
of demand the VCs are restored in a decreasing order of bandwidth. Note that,
since CBR is expected to support telephony with its relatively low service outage
requirement [2] it is given priority over rt-VBR.
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Service retrans- priority routing ordering
category mission scheme according to

likely bandwidth
nrt-VBR yes 1 MH increasing
CBR no 2 MD decreasing

rt-VBR no 3 MD decreasing
ABR maybe 4 LDAP increasing

Table E.2: Fault Recovery Priority Scheme

� rt-VBR: This category is designed for real-time applications which do not re-
transmit lost cells, and the same reasoning as for CBR regarding retransmissions
applies. This category is given the third highest priority among categories and
MD routing is adopted for restoration along with processing the VCs in decreas-
ing order of bandwidth.

� ABR: The ABR category is designed for applications which can adapt to changing
network performance. Hence, the number of dropped cells should be limited.
Since it has no real-time requirements it is recommended to have the lowest
restoration priority among service categories. The LDAP-scheme is used for
rerouting since this scheme distributes the congestion over the set of available
paths and results in lower call blocking. The VCs are restored in increasing order
of bandwidth to the maximize number of restored VCs. Note that in broadband
networks a large number of cells are transmitted before it is possible to get any
feedback from the network. Consequently, if retransmissions are used in such an
environment backlogs builds up also for ABR-applications. Table E.2 summarizes
the priority scheme.

E.7 Fault Recovery Routing Problem Formulation

The need to restore many VCs simulataneously during fault recovery make
it appropriate to formulate the Path Selection step as an optimization problem. The
problem can be modeled as a special case of a multicommodity ow problem in a
connection oriented packet switched network G = (N;L) where N is the ordered set of
nodes and L is the set of directed links. The set of service categories supported by the
network is denoted by C. Each VC k of category c 2 C de�nes a separate non-dividable
commodity with source node skc 2 N , destination node dkc 2 N , and a demand of bkc
units of equivalent bandwidth. For each VC k of category c, let Pkc denote the ordered
set of directed paths j 2 Pkc from the source node skc to the destination node dkc.
Note that the path set considered for restoration between a source and destination
node might be smaller than the set of possible paths between the same two nodes in
order to reduce the search space and to enable the network to ful�ll end-to-end QoS
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requirements. Typically the path set is restricted by a hop count limit on the paths.
Each link ` 2 L has a source node ~s` 2 N , a destination node ~d` 2 N , and a residual
capacity R`. In general a certain portion of the bandwidth ` of each link ` may be
reserved for control traÆc and to absorb uctuations in traÆc. Thus the usable free
capacity for restoration purposes is equal to R` � `. We de�ne two binary decision
variables ykcj and xkc as follows:

ykcj = 1 if V C k of category c is routed on path j; 0 otherwise

xkc = 1 if V C k of category c is rejected; 0 otherwise

The path-selection variable ykcj speci�es the path j on which VC k of category
c is routed. Since it might be the case that there is not enough available capacity to
restore all of the disrupted VCs, the rejection variable xkc for VC k of category c is
de�ned. Let the cost of routing VC k of category c on path j be Wkcj, let the cost of
rejecting VC k of category c be Okc. Kc is the ordered set of disrupted VCs of category
c. Then the problem of selecting a route for each disrupted VC can be formulated as:

min
ykcj ;xkc

CX

c=1

KcX

k=1

PkcX

j=1

Wkcjykcj +
CX

c=1

KcX

k=1

Okcxkc (2)

s:t:
PkcX

j=1

ykcj + xkc = 1; 8k 2 Kc; 8c 2 C (3)

CX

c=1

KcX

k=1

PkcX

j=1

bkcÆ
`
kcjykcj � R` � `; 8` 2 L (4)

ykcj = 0 or 1; xkc = 0 or 1; 8c 2 C; 8k 2 Kc; 8j 2 Pkc: (5)

In the objective function (2) the �rst term is the cost of choosing the jth path for VC
k of category c, while the second term is the cost of rejecting VC k of category c. We
de�ne link indicator functions Æ`kcj = 1 if the jth path for VC k of category c uses link
`, Æ`kcj = 0 otherwise. The formulation above has a simple constraint structure since
we consider paths (instead of links). A discussion on the path formulation in general
can be found in [53]. There is a single constraint (3) for each VC k of each category
c which states that a VC is either routed on a path j 2 Pkc or rejected. Also, there is
a constraint (4) for each link ` 2 L which states that the sum of the demands of the
VCs passing through the link can not exceed the available capacity R`� ` of the link.
The last set of constraint (5) ensures that only one route is chosen for a VC and that
a VC is either rejected or restored.

The formulation of the optimization problem above allows us to consider
various restoration scenarios by specifying appropriate path-, link-, and rejection costs.
The path cost Wkcj is the sum of link costs along the path as discussed in Section E.4.
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MH MD LDAP LDPL
[1,4] [1.2,400] [-3.6,-0.1] [1.1,13]

Table E.3: Range of path cost values for the four routing schemes considered

The general formula (1) is repeated here for convenience:

Wkcj =
LX

`=1

Æ`kcjM`c (1)

The link cost M`c vary according to the routing algorithm of each category. Thus the
algorithm selected will implicitly impose priorities among the categories. To illustrate
Table E.3 show the cost range of the four routing schemes described in Section E.6
assuming normalized link capacities (to 1), maximum link utilization equal to R`�` =
0:9, and a hop count limit of four.

From the table we see that path costs calculated by LDAP will give lowest
cost since the values are negative. Connections with path costs calculated by MH are
preferred over MD and LDPL connections for the same path since MD and LDPL
takes the link imposition ` into consideration. Among MD and LDPL, LDPL will be
preferred over MD for the same path. The optimization problem does not give strict
prioritization among categories since the cost ranges overlap. Clearly if the ranges does
not overlap the problem reduces to a separate optimization problem for each category.

In addition to the path costWkcj, the cost Okc for rejecting kth VC of category
c can be speci�ed in several ways. If the rejection cost is large for all VCs of all
categories then VCs will be rejected only when there is no way to reroute all VCs
under the constraints (4). On the other hand, if the rejection cost of a category is too
small, then all VCs in that category will be rejected. Note that the problem formulation
above is developed from the formulation used in our paper [37] in which all VCs were
assumed to belong to a single category. By letting the set of categories consist of only
one category, the formulation reduces to the formulation in [37].

E.8 Numerical Examples

In this section we presents the results of some numerical examples to illustrate
the e�ectiveness of using the priority scheme. The network performance is measured in
terms of outage time, number of cells lost, percentage of VCs blocked, and percentage
of disrupted demand restored. We use source node routing as proposed by ATM Fo-
rum. To provide a basis for comparison under a common set of simpli�ed assumptions
we studied four situations:
1) Random: use no priorities (random ordering) for connections and categories. Both
the path selection and the establishment step is processed for each VC before processing
the next VC. The link cost databases are updated after processing each VC.
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Figure E.1: Ten node network topology

2) Prioritized: use strict priorities among categories and process each connection within
a category in increasing or decreasing order of demand (according to Table E.2). Within
a category both the path selection and the establishment step is processed for each VC
before processing the next VC. The link cost databases are updated after processing
each VC.

3) Optimum pr. category: use strict priorities among categories with new paths being
found by solving the optimization problem for all disrupted VCs within a category.
Thus, here path selection is done simultaneously for all connections within a category.
These connections are processed sequentially by increasing or decreasing demand dur-
ing the establishment step. The link cost database is centralized and updated after
processing all VCs within a category. A centralized network manager is implemented
to solve the optimization problem based on the centralized link cost database.

4) Optimum over all categories: use loose priorities among all categories and all con-
nections during path selection. The loose priorities are implicitly imposed by assigning
a dedicated cost formula to each category (according to Table E.2). New paths are
being found by solving the optimization problem for all disrupted VCs in all categories
simultaneously. During the establishment step categories and connections are processed
sequentially according to the order given in Table E.2. The centralized network man-
ager is also used for this situation. The centralized link cost database is updated after
processing all VCs in all categories. I.e. the new paths are found based solely on the
link status at the time of failure (after resources of disrupted VCs have been released).

The network G = (N;L), with jN j = 10 nodes and jLj = 42 directed links
shown in Figure E.1 was studied. The connectivity of the topology measured by the av-
erage node degree is 4.2, which is in the range of many existing networks. A C-program
model of the network was developed. The restoration process were implemented in the
network model both in a distributed fashion with each node maintaining a local link
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cost database for situation 1 and 2, and with a centralized manager. For situation 3
and 4 a centralized network manager was used in combination with the distributed
managers in each node by downloading new restoration paths into the source nodes.
The source nodes establish new connections for one VC at a time. A hop count limit
of �ve nodes (four links) was used in the model to restrict the number of feasible paths
and to speed up route selection. In the simulation the capacity of each link was OC-3
rate. A maximum steady-state link utilization threshold of 0.9 was used for all links,
and VCs were rejected if no route could be determined without exceeding the thresh-
old. A sample set of results with nrt-VBR, CBR and rt-VBR traÆc are reported here
for two load scenarios: LITE load with average link utilization of 0.3 before the failure,
and HEAVY load, with average link utilization of 0.7 before the failure. A total of
10 experiments were conducted, in each of them enough VCs were setup to create the
desired average link utilization (� 600 and 1600 VCs on average for the LITE and
HEAVY load respectively). A VC was set up by �rst selecting a source-destination
pair randomly, then, a random service category was selected before a demand was
picked. The demand was picked randomly from the following ranges: nrt-VBR: 9.6 -
155 Kbit/s, CBR: a rate was picked from a discrete set of standard ISDN and B-ISDN
rates (16,64,144,384,1488,1536,1544,1920,3152,44736,274176 all in kbps) rt-VBR: 9.6
- 3100 Kbit/s. The ranges were selected based on the rates of typical applications
intended for these categories. A MMPP model was used for nrt-VBR traÆc and a
Poisson model for rt-VBR and CBR traÆc.

After the VC were set up, link 2-4 was failed which on average caused ap-
proximately 40 and 90 disrupted VCs for LITE and HEAVY load respectively. The
time to detect the failure at node 4 and notify the source nodes was a constant of one
second. The Route Selection time was set to 250 �sec per VC as in [51]. For each of
the four situations studied we calculated: the amount of demand restored, the number
of VCs blocked, the outage time, and the number of cells lost. The results were then
grouped by service category and averaged over the 10 experiments. This is summarized
in Table E.4 and E.5 for LITE and HEAVY network load respectively.

The results for LITE load in Table E.4 show that the priority scheme (columns
2, 3 and 4) results in a short outage time and smaller number or cells lost for the nrt-
VBR VCs. Speci�cally, the total number of lost cells for the nrt-VBR connections is
13060 under the priority scheme in comparison to 86367 lost cells under the random
case. Since these cells need retransmission the reduction in the number lost will signif-
icantly improve network performance after the failure. CBR connections experience a
slightly better performance when using the priority scheme: the outage time is reduced
from 61.7 to 59.5 in average for the priority situations, and the number of cells lost is
reduces from 426324 to 339541 in average. This is at the cost of increasing the outage
time for rt-VBR VCs from 77.3 to 107.9, and number of cells from 264012 to 348180 in
average. Now we compare the 2) Prioritized column with the 3) Optimum pr. cat and
4) Optimum all cat columns for a lightly loaded network with suÆcient spare capacity
to reroute all disrupted VCs. The numbers reported are approximately identical. This
is because the solution of the optimization problem for a lightly loaded network has
little inuence on the path set selected. This follows from the range of path cost for
MH and MD which is approximately equal for the two schemes for lightly loaded links.
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Category Metric 1)Random 2)Prioritized 3)Optimum 4)Optimum
pr. cat all cat

MD,MD,MD MH,MD,MD MH,MD,MD MH,MD,MD
nrt-VBR outage time 60.1 28.8 28.8 28.8
CBR outage time 61.7 59.8 59.3 59.4
rt-VBR outage time 77.3 108.7 107.5 107.5
nrt-VBR cells lost 86,367 13,060 13,060 13,060
CBR cells lost 426,324 339,764 338,577 340,281
rt-VBR cells lost 264,012 350,917 346,901 346,723
nrt-VBR %demand rest 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
CBR %demand rest 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
rt-VBR %demand rest 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
nrt-VBR %VCs blocked 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
CBR %VCs blocked 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
rt-VBR %VCs blocked 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Table E.4: Summary restoration for LITE load. The three routing schemes listed in
the �rs row, corresponds to the three categories listed in the �rst column.

For the lightly loaded network all disrupted VCs were restored, while for
the heavy loaded network some VCs were restored and some were blocked. Thus the
analysis of the results for the heavy load situation is more complex. Both the outage
time and the number of lost cells must be considered in light of the amount of demand
restored and the number of VCs blocked. In particular, for the HEAVY load situation
reported in Table E.5 the number of VCs blocked are lower for the Prioritized schemes
(2-4) than for the 1) Random case, and the amount of demand restored are higher.
For CBR we se that this is at a cost of increasing the average outage time from 269.6
to 398.2 seconds (average of prioritized situations), and from 416.9 to 609.5 seconds
(average of prioritized situations) for rt-VBR connections. For all four situations we
used the Priority scheme of Table E.2 during the establishment of new connections
(VC setup).

Additional numerical results, illustrating similar behavior (including ABR
traÆc) are given in [58]. A more detailed simulation study is underway and results in-
cluding transient network congestion metrics and normalization times will be reported
in later versions of this paper. Lastly, we note that in a real network each source node
might have hundreds or thousands of disrupted connections to restore. Thus the num-
ber of lost cells will be more signi�cant indicating that congestion will be a important
issue. For these situations it generally may not be possible to restore all nrt-VBR con-
nections and still satisfy the recommended restoration time constraints on the CBR and
rt-VBR connections. Therefore it might be better to use a scheduling scheme to give a
time slot to each category. For example, using the principle of weighted fair queueing
common in processor sharing algorithms, the time spent for each category can be set
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Category Metric 1)Random 2)Prioritized 3)Optimum 4)Optimum
pr. cat all cat

MD,MD,MD MH,MD,MD MH,MD,MD MH,MD,MD
nrt-VBR outage time 647.9 468.7 631.0 622.2
CBR outage time 269.6 383.7 452.2 358.8
rt-VBR outage time 416.9 460.6 538.5 829.4
nrt-VBR cells lost 624,246 528,835 873,363 887,324
CBR cells lost 706,680 1,149,742 1,289,639 867,447
rt-VBR cells lost 1,192,582 1,268,532 1,160,665 1,852,553
nrt-VBR %demand rest 24.3 33.5 42.6 41.7
CBR %demand rest 8.0 10.6 11.7 7.5
rt-VBR %demand rest 14.3 10.8 8.9 13.5
nrt-VBR %VCs blocked 67.9 57.7 50.2 50.7
CBR %VCs blocked 86.0 83.1 81.2 84.8
rt-VBR %VCs blocked 84.4 89.1 89.2 82.6

Table E.5: Summary restoration for HEAVY load. The three routing schemes listed
in the �rs row, corresponds to the three categories listed in the �rst column.

proportional to the number of disrupted VCs in the category. This is currently under
study.

E.9 Summary

In this paper we presented a dedicated priority scheme for restoration of vir-
tual circuits in ATM wide area networks. Speci�cally the scheme gives highest priority
to applications requiring short response time, low cell loss, and that retransmits lost
cells. Second highest priority is given to real-time applications that do not retransmit
lost cells. Third highest priority is given to real-time applications that do not retrans-
mit lost cells. Other applications that can adapt to feedback from the network are
given lowest priority. The e�ect of using the scheme was explored by an experiment in
which the processing order of categories and connections were varied in four di�erent
ways for both a heavy loaded and a lightly loaded network. In general, the results show
that by using a dedicated priority scheme, the network performance after a failure is
improved. Especially, distributed prioritized order restore more demand in a shorter
time in comparison with random restoration order. At the same time, the amount of
demand restored is higher and the number of VCs blocked is lower.

The multi-service fault recovery routing problem was formulated as an Integer
Programming (IP) problem, and the e�ect of path selection (rerouting) was studied by
solving the IP-problem in two ways. First for all VCs within a category, then for all
VCs in all categories. As expected the results show that the optimal solutions restore
more demand and block fewer VCs when compared to the cases with random and
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distributed prioritized ordering, and that this comes at a cost of extending the outage
time and loosing more cells.
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